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FOREWORD 

Primary agricultural producers are now becoming highly susceptible to pncmg 
policies both in the controlled and free markets. This is but natural. As agriculture 
comes to_ be recognised more and more as an industry, and not merely as a hackneyed 
way of life, adequate return for the agricultural produce will have to be consciously 
assured to the pnmary producers and the balance held even between him, the middle
men and the manufacturers and consumers of the products. It is alright for academi
cians to say that the law of supply and demand will take care of aU the problems 
involved, but in actual practice we know that all these scxalled laws can be 
manipulated and rigged. 

2 ... This is particularly so l'ith regard to highly speculative commodities like cotton 
and groundnut. And, therefore. to protect the traders and, perhaps indirectly, the 
producers, the machinery of the Forward Markets was thought of. But even this device 
of forward market controls or conventions does not seem to have gone far enough with 
regard to the regulating of primary markets of unginned cotton of various varieties. 
No wonder the representatives of agriculturists and co-operatives on various cotton 
advisory committees have constantly complained of inequities and irregularities and 
tight mercantile cartels in which co-operative gins and co-operative marketing societies 
have but made a minor dent. In fact, they say that it is a mixed type of lint and 
not the original cotton product which really is considered for the purposes of prices 
and even the lint varienes are so intermixed and that also so secretly as per peculiar 
formulae resorted to by the millowners and their purchasing agents, that the primary 
producers' interests are never likely to be protected in this scheme of things. Govern
ment departments feel desparate and lost in trying to evolve better varieties as most 
of the time the requirements of the textile manufacturers can never be fairly gauged 
or guessed and the prices offered for the best and most improved varieties are never 
proportionately adequate. Some of these institutional representatives have even 
suggested that the millowners' interests and the consumers' interests seem to be always 
predominant in the minds of those in charge of these matters rather than the interests 
of the primary producers of cotton. Even when such a fine variety as Andrews cotton 
was produced in the country and some foreign exchange could have been saved if it 
was further propagated, it was discarded to the limbo of held-over stocks as the mill
owners are said to have been interested for reasons best kOOwn to , them>elves in 
obtaining foreign varieties in preference to local production of Andrews Cotton. 
Some competition is now being thought of but the result has been that there is a great 
setback wit_h regard to superior trJ>e of cotton produ~tion ~ven in States like Maha
ra5htra whtch are otherwtse consiaered as advanced m thts respect. 

3. From this point of view the recommendations of the Study Group on Forward 
Markets in C~tt~n appointed by the State . Gove_mment o~ Maharashtra will have 
considerable stgmficance and should be studied wtth deep mterest by all concerned. 

A. U. SHAIKH, 
Secretary to Government of 1'./aharashtra, 

Agriculture & Co-operation DeptJTtment. 
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INTRODUCTION . 
: Th: State Cotton Committee, during the course of discussion on cotton price policy, at ' 

its fourth meeting held at Bombay on 2nd November 1963, observed that· the difference 
between floor and ceiling prices was very wide and needed to be narrowed down. It' was 
stated that this wide range was necessary for the smooth functioning of Forward- Markets 
in. Cotton. The committee was, however, not convinced as this unnecessarily gave greater 
ICOpe to the speculators in these markets to manipulate cotton prices. It resulted in 
uncertainty in the prices in the up-country markets and consequently the growers of the raw 
cotton did not get fair price. The Committee, therefore, recommended to the Government 
to form a study group to examine this issue in detail. Mabarashtra Government approached 
the Forward Market Commission and the East India Cotton Association to nominate their 
representatives to work on the study group ; but they declined to do so on technical ground. 
The State Cotton Committee, at its fifth meeting. held on 1st June 1964 considered the 
views expressed by the above bodies and reiterated its earlier recommendation to form a 
~dy group. Accordingly, the Maharashrra Government appointed a Study Group (vide 
Government Resolution No. CTN-1963/22292, dated the 20th June 1964 in Appendix I) to 
examine the need of the Forward Markets in Cotton having due regard to conditions . 
obtaining in Maharashtra State, consisting of the following members: 

I. Dr. M B. Ghatge, Director of Agriculture, Maharashtra State, Poona, Chairman. 
• 2. Shri K. M Patil, Vice-President, Zilla Parishad, Jalgaon. 

3. Shri A. R Mamdani, M.L.A., Y eotmal. 

4. Shri Shankarrao Kolbe, Kopergaon, District Ahmednagar. 

5. Shri N. M. Joglekar, Professor of Agricultural Economics, College of Agriculture, 
Nagpur. 

6. Shri D. S. Ranga Rao, Statistician, Department of Agriculture, Maharashtra State, 
Poona. 

7. Dr. T. Y. Patil, Agricultural Economist, Department of Agriculture, Maharashtra 
State, Poona, Member-Secretary. 

On deputation of Shri D. S. Ranga Rao to F. A. 0., Shri V. N. Panditrao, Deputy 
Statistician, Department of Agrioulture, Maharasihtra State, Poona, was appointed as a 
member (vide Government Resolution No. CTN/1964/1848-I-B, dated 8th December 1964, 
in the Appendix I-A). Subsequently the foll'owing persons were appointed as members : 

I. Shri H. M. Patil, M.A., B.T., LL.B., Dhu!ia. 
(Vide Government Resolution No. CI"N/1963/22292-B, dated 24·8·1964, in Appendix 1-B.) 

2. Shri Raje J. R. Deshmukh, Raver. 
(Vide Government Resolution No. CI"N/1965/22292-B, dated 12th January 1965, In Appendix 1-C.) 

3. Shri A. R. Ambike, Cotton Extension Officer, Department of Agriculture, Maha
rashtra State, Poona. 
(Vide Government Resolution No. CTN/1963/22292-B, dated 19-10-1964, In Appendix 1-D.) 

0.2 At the first meeting of the study group held in Bombay on 4th August 1965, the 
following line of approach was decided: 

(a) To collect requisite information and to ascer'tain the views of all the interests 
concerned by drawing suitable questionnaires. 

(b) To interview cotton growers, traders, co-operatives dealing in cotton, research 
workers in the field, East India Cotton Association. Ltd., Bombay, and the Forward 
Market Commission. 

(c) To visit important cotton markets both Regulated and Forward. 



vi 
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0.3 Suitable questionnaires were drafted (flid1 Appendix II) for collecting the required 
information hom (I) Cotton growers, (2) Village merchants, (3) Wholesale merchants. 
(4) Commission Agents, (5) Co-operatives, (6) Millowners and (7) Instirutions connected with 
Forward Markets in Cotton. 

0.4 Tjle Study Group visited the-Cotton Markets at Jalgaon, ~hamgaon, Akola, Amravati. 
Nanded, Aurangabad and Ahmednagar and ascertained the views of the growers, tradm 
and co-operatives in regard to forward marketing in cotton. The Study Group also visited 
Shri Daxin Gujrat Sahakari Cotton Marketing Union Limited, Surat, and met the membeB 
of the West India Conon Association, Ahmedabad and East India Cotton Association. 
Bombay. The Study Group also visited the ~otton spot market at Sewri (Bombay) and 
ascertained the views of the Forward Market Commission and research workers in the lint 
(vide Appendix III). 



CHAPTER I 

PRODUCTION AND MARKETING OF COTION 

1.1 Before describing the functions and th~ structure of Forward Marlfets, it wotild be 
necessary to review in brief, the imponance of cotton in the agricultural economy of the 
country and the State. 

In India's agricultural economy, cotton occupies a pre-eminent pos1Uon among important 
cash crops with nearly 20 million acres or a little over one-third of the total area covered 
by cash (non-food) cropS- The average annual production is to the tune of 5.5 million 
bales. The total value of raw cotton produced in India amounts to over Rs. 200 crores 
annually. It provides the essential raw material for the biggest industry of the country, 
viz., the cotton textile industry, both handloom and mill, producing cloth of the value of 
about Rs. 600 crores annually and meeting about 93 per cent of the cloth requirements of 
the <Country's populatfon. ·Production, processing. marketing and transpon of cotton sustain 
a large section of the farm population and provide employment to country's working 
population in the handloom and textile mill sectors. 

1.2 In Maharashtra State, cotton is the most imponant commercial crop. It occupies 
14 per cent of the cropped area in the State. It is grown in an area about 66 lakh acres 
with an annual average production of 13 lakh bales, contributing 33 per cent and 25 per 
cent of the country's area and production, respectively. The yield per acre is 70 lbs. of 
lint. It is low compared to the all India average yield per acre as the crop is mostly 
rainfed. 

1.3 The latest figures of consumption of cotton by Indian textile industry show that 
about 6 million bales are annually consumed, of which 5.5 million bales or 90 per cent are 
of Indian cotton and rest are of the imponed cotton. On account of greater concentratian 
of textile industry panicularly in Bombay and some other parts of the State, the consump
tion of cotton in the State is comparatively large and forms nearly 30 per 'cent of the 
country's total consumption. Annually 2 to 3 lakh bales of cotton mostly of short staple 
variety are exported to Japan and U.S.A. The country is, however, required to import 
annuallv 6 lakh bales of cotton stapling I" and above. Nearly 90 per cent of the exports 
of the indian cotton and 70 per cent of the imports of foreign cotton take place at Bombay 
Pon. 

1.4 During the three Five-Year Plan period, concerted efforts were made in Maharashtra 
to increase the yield per acre and the quality of the crop through· organised research. The 
evolution of improved varieties of cotton is a major contribution of cotton research work 
in the State. Nine improved varieties of cotton have been evolved so far and released for 
cultivation with an increase in staple length from 0.78 to 1.03 inches and the ginning per
centage from 35 to 40 in respect of Dcshi cotton. The economic characters of these varieties 
are given in Appendix IV. The split up of State production according to staple length 
groups is given below; 

Serial Staple length group 
No. 

I LonR staple (7/8" and above) 

2 Medium staple (ubove 11/16" and below 7/8") 

3 Short staple (11/16" and below) 

Total 

A-1045-3 

Number of baleo 
in l~kh 

(Each ot 392 lbs.) 

11•0 

1•7 

o·J 

IJ·o 



1.5 The need for proper marketing and distribution of c~tton i~ no less im~ortant than 
its production. The efforts are mainly co~centrated. on mcreasmg _produ.ctton and. on 
improving the quality of cotton while very httle attentiOn has been. pa1d to Its marketm~. 
The growth of institutional development in the sphere of marketmg of cotton, both m 
the State and in the country has been rather lopsided and unbalanced. At the apex, there 
is a well organised cotton exchange, viz., The East India Cotton'Association, Ltd., at Bombay, 
enjoying· international recognition. At the base, lie the poorly developed country mar~ets 
and unorganised cotton producers lacking the minimum facilities and services, reqmred 
for smooth trading in cotton. 

1.6 An understanding of cotton marketing and processes connected therewith involves 
knowledge of all the types of markets, viz., farmers' local markets, secondary (regulated) 
markets, spot (terminal) markets and forward markets. The farmer disposes of his cotton 
either in the village itself or takes it to the ad joining secondary market. The purchaser 
in the village is either a petty local merchant or an itinerant trader. Cotton thus pur
chased is pooled and brought to the secondary market and sold to the big merchants 
through the adatias or co-operative societies which perform the function of adatias. 
Cotton is then converted into lint by the cotton merchants and sold in the terminal market, 
to the millowners or the stockists. Thus in its movement from farm to the terminal market, 
it gains certain utilities like place, time, form and possession and presupposses transfer of 
ownership of goods. This has a hearing on marketing costs. 

1.7 The addition to cost due to the pn?cess of taking cotton to the ultimate purchaser, 
i.e., the manufacturer has an integral relation to the price that the cultivator receive• at 
the hands of the fir.t purchaser. This is especially so, for commodities on world market 
like cotton, the price of which is fixed from above. The price for kapas is not determined 
by adding the cost of marketing to the cost of production as would seem natural, but it is 
determined from above based on demand and supply position in the country and varies 
within Aoor and ceiling prices and various other restrictions imposed by the Government. 
The farmer gets only the residual share left after deducting the charges of the inter
mediaries from the prices prevailing in the spot market. Consequently, the bnrden of the 
cost of distribution falls entirely on the cultivator. If by systematising the marketing pro
cesses the expenses could be reduced, a visible service to the agricultural community would 
be rendered. Apart from this direct saving by better economies in marketing, a greater 
adjustment of demand and supply is of vital interest to the farmer. If the total available 
supply can be so distributed as to never allow the supply to be in excess of the demand, the 
farmers would get what is called the 'Just' price, which may in many cases be a better 
price. Generally the average farmer is ill-informed as to the changing factors of demand 
and supply, especially when both of them are extraneous to him. The supreme importance 
of the element of time and space in modern business economics needs no emphasis and 
what is expected of organised marketing is that it should annihilate both time and space 
in such a way as to facilitate a maximum adjustment between demand and supply. 

1.8 The inability of the farmer to devise the best means of marketing is easily explicable. 
He generally regards marketing as subsidiary to production and the circumstances .:>f the 
average cultivator who is traditionally individualistic favours this attitude. His small size 
of holding, coupled with lack of adequate resources and ingnorance of the commerciat 
side of his business generates an attitude of resignation. The persistance in maintaining 
such an isolated independence in production and in marketing has operated to his distinet 
detriment. Too little significance is attached to quality and grading of product and thus 
the farmer is the victim of a marketing system, the emphasis in which is upon the profit 
of the extensive system of middlemen who are proverbially considered to be shrewed and 
are often suspected of unfair dealings by the ignorant farmers. A succinct statement 
depicts the situation in the words of Bernard M. Barucha, a distinguished financier and a 
close student of co-operative marketing. "The farmer, selling in unlimited competition 
with himself, has been buying at more or less controlled prices from industries which have 
organised their production and marketing." 

1.9 Co-operative marketing is the agency born of this need of the farmer. Main pur-
pose of such organisation is to develop machinery by means of which the farmer perform&
himself the function of middleman efficiently and economically. 
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Recently c().()peratives have entered this business in the State who after pooling. cotton 
of their members convert it into lint and sell to the traders or. spinners. The volume. of 
business done by the co-operatives at present is very small and forms only 10% of the 
total production of the State which indicates that there is still a vast scope for developing 
co-operative marketing of cotton. 

lf c().()peratives could be organised to handle a sufficiently large proportion of the total 
production of cotton. it would exert a decided stabilizing influence upon price levels 
through orderly marketing. With the co-operatives taking sufficient hold. they would 
prove effective in the proper adjustment of production to demand. 

CHAPTER II 

FORWARD MARKETS IN COTTON 

2.1 Cotton directly affects the fortunes of millions of the people in India anrl inrlirectly 
the entire Indian economy. There is no agricultural commodity in India for which for· 
ward markets are as extensively med as in the case of cotton. The strength or weakness 
of these markets is hound to he forcefully reflected in our present day economic system. 

2.2 The various issues connected with futures cannot he viewed in rme perspective 
unless historical review of forward market in cotton is made. 

2.3 The organised forward markets have a long history. Future trading has developed 
as an institution in promoting the efficient working of free competitive economy. So long 
cotton was being marketed within a country, no nece,ity of forward marked was fdt. 
The need became more urgent especially after the rapid changes in the textile machinery 
and transport facilities. Industrial revolution of the West and the colonial economic 
policy of the rulers of the various countries brought colton into the world market. With 
the expansion of commtlnication facilities, it became possible for cotton traders in the 
United States to send to merchants in Liverpool samples of particular grades of cotton in 
advance. As the cotton of which samples were sent reached much later, the buyers and 
sellers entered into forward contracts on the basis of these samples. These forward con
tracts came to he known as "To arrive" contracts since they referred to a commodity which 
was still to arrive. Speculators soon got interested in "To arrive" contract and with their 
entry. the volume of trading increased. In the process of evolution. the contracts became 
impersonal and parties to the contract no longer insisted on the actual purchase and sale 
of the commodiry. 

2.4 Bombay. an important centre for cotton trarle from the early 19th century, had no 
organised exchange until the end of the American Civil War. 'Vith the dislocation of the 
United States, supply during the time of Civil War, foreign clcmand for Indian cotton 
increased suddenly leading to higher prices and speculation. The need for regulating the 
trade was then felt. The Bombay Cotton Trade Association and the Bombay Cotton 
Exchange were established in 1875 and 1890 respectively and functioned side by side until 
1915. There was no (i) basis contract, (ii) periodic settlement and (iii) clearing house. 
There was dislocation of cotton trade because of a huge comer in 1917. Government of 
India then set up a Cotton Contract Committee in 1918 to control cotton trading in Born· 
b:ly. In 1919, the Committee was replaced by the Cotton Contracts Board, a body consti
tuted under the Bombay Cotton Contracts Act I of 1919. The Government thereafter 
invited this hod y to form a Central Cotton Association which was formed under. the 
sryle of the East India Cotton Association in 1922. The East India Cotton Association 
Ltd., with a statutory authority to control all cotton trade was established in 1922. The 
East India Cotton Association was authorised by the Bombay Cotton Contracts Act (1922) 
to regulate dealings in cotton in Bombay. The Association came to be regulated from 
1954 by the Central Government with the application of the Forward Contracts (Regula
tions) Act, 1952. Under this Act, the Forward Markets Commission was established in 
.1953 to advise the Central Government in respect of recognition of associations, dealing in 
forward trading, to observe the working of forward markets under its purview,. to su~st 
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improvemmtl in their working and to regulate their actiVlDet when deemed necea~~ary. 
The function• of the Commission are thus both advisory and executive. Instruments o( 
the Forward Marken Commission for regulating forward trading include the sy9tem of 
collecting margins (or deposits) from mcmben based on their net open po9ition and the 
fixation of maximum and minimum prices of future contracts. 

2.5 Subsequently, the Commission allowed opening of forward markets in cotton at 
Akola, Ujjain and Indore in May 1955, and at Ahmedabad in 1957. An association 
known as the Central India Cotton Association, Limited, was formed in 1956 with two 
rings, one for cotton at Indore and the other for cotton and cotton-seed at Ujjain. The 
Indore ring was closed subsequently. The Madhya Pradesh Commercial Exchange, Ltd., 
Akola, started forward trading in cotton from lOth February 1958 and in cotton-seed from 
'l2nd s;ptember 1958. The West India Cotton Association, Ltd.. Ahmedabad. started 
future trading in cotton from 21st February 1958. At present, forward trading in cotton 
is in vogue in Bombay, Ahmedabad and Bhatinda. 

2.6 Cotton exchanges are in existence in United Kingdom, United States of America, 
Germany, France, Japan and Pakistan. The Cotton Brokers' Association at Liverpool in 
United Kingdom was established in IS-H and written rules and regulations governing the 
conduct of business were formulated in 1868. New York Board of Cotton Brokers was 
organised in 1868 and this body was succeeded by the formation of New York Cotton 
Exchange in 1870. Following the lead of New York, New Orleans Cotton Exchange was 
organised in 1871. Though the Chicago Board of Trade is one of the oldest modern com
modity futures market of the world in grains, trading in cotton futures commenced 
recently in 192+. The first cotton futures nurket on the continent was the Bremen Cot
ton Exchange in Germany established in 1871. A second important organised market for 
dealing in cotton futures on the continent was the establishment at Havre in France in 
1880 where trading in contract for future delivery in cotton commenced. somewhere in 
1882. Although dealings in cotton futures at Alexandria in United Arab Republic started 
in 1861, necessity of an association to set up regulations was not felt until 1883. The 
Association has, however, ceased to function since 1961-62. In Osaka in Japan, a futures 
exchange called "Sampin" was established in 1894 and trading was confined to cotton 
yam only up to 1927 when trading in raw cotton was inaugurated. The Karachi Cotton 
Association in Pakistan came into existence in 1933. 

2.7 From the brief survey of the organised produce markets of the world, it will he 
observed that cotton exchange is a recent development. This system was neither known 
or discovered nor availed of or planned in advance by any person. A cotton exchange is 
mainly the product of the needs of commercial evolution to protect the interest of the 
traders and manufacturers and has no place for the growers. The cotton exchan~e market
ing •ystcm is thus the evolutionary product of trial and error and it has followed a course 
of development from disorganisation to organisation. There are, however, certain defi
ciencies and lacuna in the working of these organisations because of which serious appre
hensions are felt about their utility. 

2.8 Forward trading was the product of the laissez faire system and it was considered 
an important accompaniment to maintain stability in prices in the trading sphere ancl 
preventing wide fluctuations in prices in the cotton market. 'Vith the adoption of princi
ple of planned economy for attaining the goal of socialist pattern of society, the market
ing &ystem that prevailed up to now has outlived its utility. 

2.9 In the United Arab Republic, the speculative clement in future exchanges reached 
its climax in 1958-62. It adversely a!Iectccl not only the Alexandria market hut the con
sumers and operators throughout the world. It was observed that the future exchanges 
failed in their function as a regulatory machinery. This situation forced the Govern
ment to suspend future dealings and to work out a uniform sale system. 

In Yu!(os)avia, no forward market exists and regulation of prices is done at Government 
level in the interest of all concerned including growers. 



CHAPTER Til 

TYPES OF FORWARD CONTRACTS 

3.1 Forward market functions through three types of principal contracts, viz., non
transferable specific delivery, transferable specific delivery and hedge or futures contract. 
The principal differences in these arise out of the conditions of delivery and the mode of 
settlement. 

In non-transferable specific delivery contracts, delivery is a common feature. The 
goods have to be of specified quality and have to be delivered at specified price. This 
type of contract resembles the ready contract except that the delivery takes place after a 
longer period. The utility of the contract lies in the fact that the buyer is assured of 
continuous supply of exactly the type of goods required by him in future withoul being 
required to take delivery of the goods, store them and pay for them immediately. The 
settlement in this contract takes place through the payment of the actual value of the 
goods by the buyer to the seller. As this contract is ordinarily left unregulated because 
of its resemblance to ready contract it is used on a large scale through the recognised 
association for speculative pressure shifts by. the adoption of doubtful expedients. ·This 
has therefore rendered the task of the Forward Market Commission difficult to enforce 
the Act as there is no provision of registration of all associations concerned with forward 
trading. The disad\·antage of the contract is that it is difficult for the traders and the 
processors or manufacturers to contact the parties interested in selling or buying the 
goods. 

3.2 In the case of transferable specific delivery contract, delivery takes place between the 
first seller and the last buyer and it has to conform to the same detailed specifications as 
in case ot the non-transferable contract. It is also similar to the hedge contract in that it 
can be transferred from party to party and can he settled by the payment of differences. 
In the absence of any specific provision in the Forward Contracts Act restricting the trans
ferability of the rights and liabilities under this contract, it has enabled the contract to be 
transferred any number of times and practically converted it into hedge contract. This 
results in the original seller becoming the purchaser and thus avoiding the responsibility 
of delivery. This brings into the field a large number of speculators not genuinely in
terested in promotion of trade but in making easy money by effecting short sales. Risk 
involved to the buyer is less because he can be certain of getting precisely the type of variety 
of commodity which he needs. The risk would, however, be correspondingly greater to 
the seller as in making the delivery of specific type he has to buy it even in the ready 
market. Transferable specific delivery contract thus occupies a position intermediate 
between the non-transferable specific delivery contract and the hedge contract. It has 
points of resemblance to both. It is, however, treated on par with futures contract under 
the Forward Contracts (Regulation) Act. 

3.3 Hedge contract is so called because it enables the person dealing with actual com
modity to hedge himself, i.e., to ensure himself against ad\·erse price fluctuations. Thus. 
the term hedging dtnotes activity in a future market by the dealers in spot market to 
protect themselves against price changes. Hedging may be defined as a purchase or sale 
for future delivery intended to offset and thereby protect a transaction in spot. The 
resorting to counterbalancing transactions in the market for the ready commodity on the 
one hand and in the hedge market on the other hand, the hedger seeks to safeguard his 
position. 1-Iedge o~ futures c?ntra~t does not visua~ise act."al delivery at all except in 
residual sense and IS entered mto m terms of a bas1s quahty. Less than I% of the con
tracts in the market are completed by delivery of goods. It is believed that a fumres 
contract is meant for gambling, pt~re and simple, because, delivery can be avoided. The 
purpose of hedge contract. is. that of insurance which r~nd~rs it futile to be fulfilled hy 
actual delivery and hence It IS settled by o!Tset or substltlltlon. The hedge market consti
tutes nearest approximate to the theoretical competitive market on account of prt'dett'r· 
mination of all the features except the price and the_ quality of goods. The liquidity thn 
is provided is, however, accompanied hy two disadvantages, for instance. the buyers in the 
hedge market are not sure of getting specified type of goods and secondly, the sellers can
not get as high a price as they can get in ready market. The hedge contracts, in so far 

A-1045-4 
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as the intermediate buyers and sellers are concerned, are settled by the payment of differ
ences between buyers and sellers. 

It is often claimed that hedging brings liquidity in the market and reduces the cost in 
h:mdling which indirectly helps the producers in getting higher price. It is admitted that 
for bringing about liquidity large number of speculators in addition to genuine traders are 
required. A hedge contract acts as a commodity in itself ~ that m.arkct. The transac
tions in this respect are finalised there and then. The question of savmg by way of costs 
in handling cotton has, therefore, no relevance in this sphere. Thus the claim is far·fetched. 

3.4 There are two other types of contracts which are related to hed!;e contract . but 
have an independent character of their own, viz., "on call" contract and "option" contract. 

3.5 On Call contract: 

It is usually entered into hy a mill with the trade for the supply of ~pecific type and 
variety of cotton on a specified future date. Price of the contract is specified in terms of 
certain margins above or below the price of particular hedge contract ruling on the date 
that might be determined by the mill, provided,. of course, it was before the maturity of 
he<lge contract. In this contract the actual price at which contract is entered, is not 
fixed, but future margin at which the actual price will exceed or be lower than the ruling 
price of the hedge contract is fixed. The uncertain factor in this contract is the price of 
hedge contract, because the precise date for which this price is taken is to be determined 
by the buyer at his own choice. Such type 'of contract was popular in the Bombay 
Corton trade hut i' nnw closed. 

3.6 Option contracts (Tcji and [\[and•) : 
An option contract is a contract for the right to buy or for the right to sell the hedge 

contract at any time up to a certain specified future date at the choice of the buyer of the 
option and at a price agreed upon when the bargain is struck. An option contract can 
he of various types. It may he a contract for the right to lmy in which case, it is called 
"Tcji '' or "call" option. It may he a contract for the right to sell in which case it may 
be called " Mandi " or "put" option. It may also he a contract for the right to both buy 
or sell in which case it is known as "Teji-Mandi" option. The option contract makes it 
possible for even a man of small means to get the thrill of gambling without having to 
face the risk of serious losses. Option are, therefore, extremely popular amongst the 
operators. They, however, widen the range of fluctuations in the pri<-e of the hedge con
tract beyond what is warranted by the supply and demand position and make trading 
more risky for genuine operators. It is for this reason that trading in operations is generally 
discouraged and frequently prohibited by 5 statute, 

The most prominent instances of illegal futures trading carried out, at present, are option 
trading, misuse of non·transferahle specific delivery contract for speculative purposes. kerb
and Dahha trading. 

3.7 'Kerb trading', i.e., trading either before or after official trading hours and out•ide 
the rings of the recognized association is done by its members. The principal evil follow
ing from such trading is that the rates prevailing are ~uhject to violent tluot'Uations on 
account of the thinness of the trading. The fluctuations in the kerb rates have also adverse 
effect on the opening rates of the oflicia) trading in the forward market. Forward Market 
Commission has made the trading illegal by imposing penal provisions. The publkation 
of kerb rates in news papers has been also made illegal. 

3.8 Similarly, "Dahha" is very popular and favourite form of illegal trading. Dabba 
trading is conducted hy persons who are not members of a recognised association and is a 
form of ~orward ~rading outsid~ the ring of r~cognised association. It is generally done in 
amall untts to •u•t the convemence of the chents who have generally limited means and 
look upon this form of tradin~ as the easy means of making money. Dabba trading has 
numerous harmful effects u lt encourages unhealthy and unbridled spcculatrion. These 
tran~ct.iona are not suhj.~ to any legal regu!ations or controls imposed on recognized 
assoCiations. The CommiSSIOn has also found uself unahle to take any legal action in a 
Court of La.w for want of ~ecessarr co-operation from the trading community in giving 
ncce•sary ev1dence. ThWI th1s constitutes a serious threat to well organised trade. 



CHAPTER IV 

HEDGE CONTRACT AND STANDARDISATION 

4.1 When delivery is not generally intended, hedge. contracts are made without reference 
to any specific quality. The conditions regarding the unit of trading and the time of 
deli very are generalised by the rules of market. Contract is traded in terms of a basis 
quality believed to be representative of the commodity concerned and capable of influencing 
the prices of other varieties. 

4.2 In the early days of the cotton future trading in India, there were three popular 
contracts, viz., (I) Broach, (2) Bengal and (3) Dholera. The buyer knew definitely at the 
time of purchase the specific grade he could have. It was, therefore, employed to dispose 
of or to require cotton. As time passed the system of classification and fixing of stand<~rd 
became more elaborate. The contracts were widened and in 1917-18 there were fi,·e hedge 
contracts. Subsequently. two more contracts were added thus bringing the total number 
of contracts to seven. In the absence of any clear conception of the theory of hedging, 
these contracts were wrongly regarded. as hedge contracts and were not better than the 
usual delivery contracs. \Vith the constitution of East India Cotton Association in 1922, 
the number of contracts was reduced from seven to five. Not feeling satisfied with the 
merger of seven to five. the Bombay Mill Owners' Association demanded further reduction 
in the number of hedge contracts. Accordingly in 1931, the number of contracts was 
reduced to three and this system was continued till 19+2. On account of large difference 
in prices of Broach and Oomras contracts in 19+2, the fear of squeze in Oomras contract 
was telr :md had serious repercu<sion on the market. A committee of the concerned 
interests·w~s formed by the East India Cotton Association. The committee expressed that 
the exist;ng contracts were not only obsolete but also unworkable during the war period 
and therefore suggested that only one hedge contract should be in force for the duration 
of war and sometime thereafter. This situation continued till 1956-57, when the Associa
tion was again divided on the issue as to whether to have one or two hedge contracts. As 
per majority view of the committee, two contracts were introduced in that year which. 
however, did not work satisfactorily in the season and the contracts had to be closed under 
the Cotton Control Order to prevent the rise of prices to unduly high level. The position 
was again reconsidered and the Board decided to revert to_ a single hedge contract with 
Moglai Jarilla as the basis in 1957-58. Reason for selecting 1\loglai Jarilla as basis was 
that more superior varieties of Jarilla grown in the different parts could fetch a premium 
when tendered against hedge contract. If the entire Jarilla had lbeen made a basis these 
varieties of cotton would not have been entitled to any premium. Although Moglai Jarilla 
was found to be a workable contract, it appeared to be unsatisfactory from the po:nt of 
hedging. Moglai Jarilla was one of the most inferior v:1rieries. On account of large 
difference between price of basis variety and price of superior varieties tenderable against 
the contract, hedge contract price was unable to reflect the general level of cotton price. 
As Moglai Jar,illa has practically gone out of cultivation, Vidarbha, M. P., Vimar is adopted 
a9 basis since ·1965-66. 

4.3 Besides the basis variety, 23 othe,r standard descriptions are also tenderable against 
contract. Tendering differences are fixed by taking into the account the price at which the 
cotton is sold in spot, the price of cotton in up country market and ruling rates of succeed
ing deliverie,. As the success of contract depends on proper fixation of tendering differences 
this question has assumed special significance. These differences are applicable to all descri
ptions of cotton tendered against hedge contract during succeeding delivery monch 
and are to remain unaltered throughout such delivery period. The tendering differences 
are fixed by a special committee appointed by the Board of the East India Cotton Associa
tion on the basis of differences between the hedge contract rate and spot rate of the respec
tive descriptions tenderable, on the day of fixation of differences, subject to certain reduction 
in case of premium. and increase in case of the discount of such differences. 

All the varieties including basis variety are tenderable . up to two classes " on " and 
"up to good to fully good" for grade. In respect of staple, the basis variety is tenderable 
up to 2/32" • on' and 1/32" 'off' while in respect of other tenderable varieties, the • on • 
allowance varies from 2/32" to 4/32" and the 'off' allowances up to 1/3'!.", except in case 
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of Cambodia (A), for which there is no tolerance. The months of delivery are March,. 
May and August. The delivery period of contract is 1st to 25th of the delivery month. 
Apart from Bombay, tenders can be given at 71 other centres in the country. 

4.4 One more question to be considered iq connection with hedge contracts is in respect 
of its standards. Grading and standardization of cotton are by far the most essential for 
efficient marketing. The technique of classing cotton that combines both the grade and 
staple is the outcome of the need for standardization of different grades of cotton. Colour, 
lusue and brighmess of fibre, cleanliness, quality of ginning, etc., determine the grade of 
cotton. Staple is the integrated expression of lint length and character of the fibre. 

4.5 The number and types of standards used vary from country to country. In India, 
the East India Cotton Association, Bombay, for facilitating cotton trade, has laid down 
certain standards on the basis of which contracts arc made. The whole time paid sworn 
surveyors of the Association prepare two sets of standards, viz., (I) the working standards 
and (2) the reference standards of various grades of cotton tenderable against different types 
of contracts. Each description of cotton is graded as 'good ', 'good to fully good', ' fully 
good', 'fine', • superfine' and 'extra superfine'. The surveyors prepare the standards for 
the various staples of the above descriptions by considering the mean staple and not that 
of the upper quartile length as is done in U.S.A. The estimation of staple length is done 
by hand stapling. There arc sixteen staple standards commencing from 22/32H to 1.4/32". 
These standards are approved by the standards committee. 

4.6 Generally the standards arc prepared every year if suitable cotton is available. The 
standards prepared in India are not defined as in the case of standards in the U.S.A. 

For preparing standards, bales of various descriptions of cotton lint are secured from the 
market which are often mixed at the time ~f baling by the traders and thus do not repre
sent the exact nature of the crop grown. In recent years, the Agricultural Departments of 
various States have been making conscious effort to bring about purity in the crop grown. 
In Maharashtra State, seed multiplication and distribution schemes arc in operation for a 
couple of decades. Almost all areas have been, therefore, covered by improved varieties 
of cotton. For maintaining purity of the crop, various cotton legislations like the Bombay 
Cotton Control Act, 1942, and the Cotton Transport Act, 1923, are enforced. 

4.7 As far as the U. S. upland cottons arc concerned, the United States Department of 
Agriculture (U.S.D.A.), in consultation with the Cotton Exchanges in various countries 
importing U.S. cotton, have through the yeara developed a set of grade standards. These 
standards are known as the "Universal Standards" and have been accepted by all trading 
organisations including the East India Cotton Association. Further, the United States 
Department of Agriculture have also prepared staple length standards for selected lengths 
to represent the graders' pull for these lengths. 

4.8 As the grader normally discards cotton fibres at various stages while making the 
final pull for estimation of staple length, it is likely that the graders' pull may not be 
representative of all the fibres in the sample. To test this, a study was undertaken by 
United States Department of Agriculture, (vide Miscellaneous Publication 310) which showed 
that the graders' sample pull is actually different in the longest and the shortest fibres. 

4.9 As has been pointed out earlier, graders' estimation of staple length would have 
certain errors attached to it being purely a hand and eye test. As the edg~s in a graders' 
pull are not uniform, some approximation is made by the grader for estimating the staple 
length. This approximation also varies from grader to grader and from country to 
Country. Studies have been undertaken at the Technological Laboratory, 1\Iaumga, 
Bombay, to compare the graders' estimate of staple length with the results of machine 
teots for determining the fibre length. As a result of these studies, it is observed that the 
Indian graders' estimate of staple length based on consideration of mean length is lower 
in respect of varieties of staple length up to 0.9". In actual commercial practices, cotton 
whose staple length is under~stimated, fetches a price not commensurate with its real 
quality. 



CHAPTER V 

SPECULATION 

5.1 Speculation in its broader sense of taking risks in the process of buying and selling 
for profit, has been in existence since long. It is J:arried out both in· spot and forward 
markets and is termed unorganised and organised speculation, respectively. Epeculation 
in the forward market is defined as the purchase or sale with the expectation of profiting 
by anticipated but conjectural fluctuations in price. Speculative operations resolve into 
two principal groups (I) Constructive and (2) Destructive. Operations based on intelligmt 
appraisal of market conditions can be included in the first group while those based largely 
on a foundation of mob-psychology fall into the latter group. ' 

5.2 Although it is a common bclief that hedging is meant for reducing risk only, 
detailed empirical investigations have brought out that hedging is done not merely to. 
reduce risk but for a number of reasons which include profit expectations by anticipatory 
movements in the "basis". The possibility of making a profit through these contracts 
brings into forward market the speculators who may have no real interest in purchasing 
or selling a commodity but may possess financial resources to back their judgment about 
the future course of prices. It is stated that the speculators perform useful service by 
complimenting the operation of traders and a<Sisting in balancing the supply and demand 
in the market and moreover by protecting it, ag-.. ;n~t certain jerks and jolts. However, 
there is a class of speculators with insufficient funds who often ignore the possibiliry of 
losses and indulge in excessive operarions and thereby not only ruin themselves and the 
creditors but upset the entire market. Further, when these speculators buy or sell in the 
blind hope of making profit without making intelligent appraisal of marketing conditions, 
are not speculating but gambling. It is very diflicu1t to draw a line of demarcation between 
legitimate speculation and gambling because it is difficult to state where speculation ends 
and gambling begins. A speculator assumes the risk while a gambler joins with others 
in creating a situation out of which risk develops. 

5.3 In recent years, there has been considerable controversy about the role of speculation 
in the economic system. It centres around two important aspects. These are (I) whether 
speculators have ability to forecast prices and make profits on the average of these transac
tions and (2) whether profitable speculation necessarily implies a stabilising influence in 
the market with a reduction in the variance of price fluctuations. As regards the first issue 
that speculation is profitable, it has found support from those who believe in the existence 
of a risk premium. Experience in this regard also lends support to the above view. 
According to the traditional theory, profitable speculatinn implies a reduction in the 
amplitude of price fluctuations. It is not, however, possible to make an easy generalisation 
regarding profitable "Peculation, being also price stabilising. Economists agree that the 
question whether such speculation works in the direction of stabilisation of price or in the 
opposite direction depends on the timings of the speculative purchase and sale. This 
problem can, therefore, be resolved only on empirical ground and can never be settled 
a a priori·. 

5.4 It is claimed that forward market provides a continuous market which enables any
one to buy anrl sell even large 'luantities at very short notice. It is also claimed that such 
a continuous market benefits the producers and the traders without cau>ing serious advcr>e 
movements of price. It is, however, found that most of the traders who enter the forward 
markets are only satisfying the urge of speculation and do more harm than )!;ODd to the 
producers. 'The traders who are doing forward business in a particular commodity have, 
as soon as forward business was prohibited therein, changed to forward business in other 
commodity. Thus these traders are not gt·nuine hed)!:crs but speculators and they cann•1t 
be said to be doing useful service to the community. The study group during its tour hos 
gained an impression that a large number of traders has fallen into the habit of livin)!; by 
speculation and the prohibition of forward markets in one commodity has only made them 
seek other commodities for the continuation of their this mode of living. 

[A-104S-S] 
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5.5 Trading in futures market takes the form of either first selling and later buying 
or first buying and later selling. Selling cotton without commodity on hand with the 
intention of buying it back later, at a lower price is shon selling. Reverse is long buying. 
When a speculator on the knowledge that the prices are ruling high than what they ought 
to he, makes shon sells, he increases the turnover in a futures market for his own advanta~;C
In such shon sales, however, there is no means of ascenaining whether the shon seller 
possesses the commodity or not and "hcthcr the sale is meant for speculating or hedging 
purposes. In view of the large-scale transactions both in the direction of. purcha!'e and 
sale, it is estimated that the total volume of transactions in futures contract in a year is not 
less than 15 time~ the total volume of the crop. Shon selling in forward market tends to 
depress the price of the producers. On occasions, the prices in the market are largely 
influenced by the action of the speculators who raise or lower the price artificially through 
concentrated speculative dealings .. Tl1is manipulation of prices is cffci::ted by creating a 
false impression about the supply and demand conditions of the crop. Manipulation is 
also brought about hy effecting a cover, i.e., hy buying all the offerings of short S<·llers and 
encouraging them to go on selling until their sales exceed the quantity of deliverable cotton. 
Such comers or squeaes comtitute a menace even to speculative markets and do not serve 
any useful economic functions. Thus, at times a single individual or a group of individuals 
supported by sufficient capital may disorganise the market. 

CHAPTER VI 

PRICES AND PRICE DETERMINATION 

6.1 (a) Price plays an important role in market operations. In India, ahout 1)5 per cent 
of the Indian cotton crop is now consumed internally and exports and imporu are con
trolled. As such, the Indian cotton prices at present, Jtand hy themselves and are govem•·d 
hy the demand and supply position in the country, subject to the limitations of the floor 
and ceiling prices fixed and other restrictions impmed hy the Government of India from 
time to rime. 

(h) Bombay is the premier cotton market and it is often said that the pri~~s ruling in this 
market largely govern the prices prevailing in the U[KOUntry markets. However, it is seen 
that the prices in I\omhay and up-country markets do not always move tn);"thcr and rise 
or fall in prices in Bombay market is not always correspondin):;ly reflected in the prices in 
the U[KOttntry or secondary markets. Reasons observed for this deviation are that ..cotton 
from producing areas docs not always move towards terminal markets and that there is 
an increasing tendency of direct purchases by mills in the secondary markets. Moreover, 
the prices quoted in the ahove niarket arc for lint of particular grade and staple, while 
the prices in the secondary markets are for kapas of an unspecified grade or staple. 

6.2 The forward market is stated to he providing reliable guide to the traders operating 
in terminal and up-country markets. This situation. does not hold good in practice. The 
distinction hetween the spot and forward market lies mainly in the interval of time betwet>n 
entering into a contract for the sale and delivery of goods against the contracts. A "P"t 
market is one in which no time is lost at all or very little time is lost between the date on 
whit h _the contract is entered into and the date on which the delivery of goods is effectt·d. 
On the other hand, contract on futures market is entered into . to ensure against the risk 
arising from fluctuation• in spot prices and is not generally meant to he usc·d as a channel 
of actually merchandising the commodity. It is availed of rath<·r as an aid to the success
ful distrihution of it, hut not as a direct link in the distribution. It can, therefore, be 
stated that a forward market developed rather as an auxiliary instinuion connected with 
speculation in price•. financing of the trade and counter-balancing of the business risks. 

6.3 Gcncrally speaking, the spot and future prices of cotton at Bombay ought to move 
in close alignment with one another because of the facility to tender goods against future 
contract. But analysis of prices in spot and forward markets made by Shri L. S. 
Venkatramanan shows that "in practice, hedging is generally less than perfectly effective 
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because the spot and futures prices rarely move by equal amounts to keep the basis invari
ant. The basis changes whenever the relative supply and demand conditions in the spot 
and futures market changes." Thus for example, if there is an expectation of a bumpe!" 
crop a few months hence, the futures price is likely to decline relative to spot price ; on 
the other hand, if there is a report of crop damage affecting immediate supplies, spot price 
is likely to increase in relation to futures prices. 

6.4 According to the theoretical basis, forward prices ought to be higher than the spot 
prices because storage of goods meant for future delivery carries with it incidence of godown 
rent, interest on blocked capital and risk of deterioration. In practice, this phenomenon, 
however, does not happen due to various reasons of which the main reason is occasional 
imposition of ceiling within the ceiling by Forward Market Commission which results in 
the backwardation of prices. The absence of parallel behaviour of spot and futures prices 
is mainly caused by the presence of speculators in the forward market who are not genuine 
hedgers but are interested in making profits on small fluctuations in the prices. 

6.5 In order to study whether the prices of kapas in the up-country markets are 
influenced by the prices of cotton (lint) ruling in the spot market at Bombay and also to 
guage the impact of futures prices on the spot prices, the study group coilected price data 
in these markets for a period of nine years. For this purpose, monthly average wholesale 
prices of kapas in the up-country markets of Amravati, Khamgaon, Akola, Jalgaon, Amalner, 
Nanded and Ahmednagar representative of the predominant varieties grown in those tracts 
were collected and were studied in relation to the spot prices of the corresponding variet:es 
ruling at Bombay. Analysis of the data shows that the prices in the up-country 
markets during most of the period under study remained fluctuating and did not exh:bit 
any particular relationship to the spot prices which largely were stationary throughout the 
period or fluctuated within narrow limits. 

6.5 (a) Similar analysis of the price data of the basis variety of Moglai Jarilla in the 
forward market with the price of lint of different varieties transacted in Bombay spot 
market has brought out that the two prices as expected did not move in the same direction. 
Spot prices of most of the varieties ruled steady, while during the corresponding periods 
forward prices fluctuated but not violently. A detailed note on price analy!lis and graphs 
showing price trends are given in Appendix V and VIII, respectively. To encournge profes
sional participation, price in the futures market must not only be sensitive and frequently 
changing but it must also mm·e over a wide range. A study of the futures prices over a 
period of years has, however, shown that the fluctuation has been within narrow limits 
mainly because of the restrictions of floor and ceiling prices thereby reducing the economic 
utility of forward market. 

6.6 It bas frequently been said that the effect of future ~rading upon spot and up-country 
markets is to level and thus sta·bilise prices but this is difficult to prove statistically. It is 
also claimed of future trading. that its price may be used as guide or forecast of probable 
prices several months ahead but here too conclusive data are Ia~king. 

6.i The price of co!lon unlike that of other agricultural commodiric;s is not determined 
exclus.ivdy by forces of free play of demand and supply but is subject to control. Control 
on prices and distribution of cotton came into existence since 19+2-43 season. Under 
section 3 of the E<Sential Commodities Act, the Government of India have issued the cotton 
control order and took the requisite powers for fixing the floor and ceiling prices of cotton 
lint from year to year. The object of fixing floor and ceiling was that while the floors 
should ensure a remunerative price to co!lon growers, ceilings should act as a deterrent to 
the rising trend of prices. Thus, the floors were intended to safeguard the growers and 
the ceilings to protect the consumers of cloth and the textile industry. Until 196+65, 
Moglai Jarilla 25/32" (Fine) was adopted as a basic variety in the cotton price policy. It 
has now been replaced by Vidarbha M. P., Vimar (Fine) 27/32" as the production of former 
variety has been progressively going down. The basic floor and ceiling prices for other 
varieties of Indian Cot!on are fixed proportionately with 'ON' and 'OFF' allowances fur 
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class and staple above and below the basic class and staple of each variety. The cotton 
price policy is usually announced by the Government of India before the commencement 
of the sowing season. The floors and ceilings as well as the ON and OFF allowances ue 
subject to review every year. The cotton price policy contains detailed description of the 
varieties, conditions in respect of purchase of kapas by manufacturers, rcqui.<itioning of 
cotton, compulsory survey, etc. It is interesting to note that although the floor price~o 
have been raised thrice in the last five years, the prices have never touched that level making 
them same unrealistic. The ceiling price has been revised twice. An extract of the cotton 
price policy announced for 1965-66 season in respect of varieties grown in Maharashtra 
State is reproduced in Appendix VIL It can be seen from the Appendix that range of 
difference between the floor and ceiling prices of different varieties is between Rs. 2ZO to 
Rs. 285. This difference is very high, but it is argued that the difference to this extent is 
necessary for the sm'loth operations of forward markets. 

6.8 The fixation of floor and ceiling prices is reported to be mainly governed by the 
market considerations, demand by the textile industry and special characteristics of cer
tain varieties of cotton. These are, however, fixed on ad-hoc basis as they are not related 
to cost of production. seasonal variation and need for providing fair standard of living to 
the cotton grower. They are also not in proper alignment with prices of the other agri-
cultural commodities. · 

6.9 A study of wholesale price index of raw cotton over a period of years from 1954 to 
1962 has shown that the index number of cotton in 1962 stood at 112.3, showing a rise of 
7"fo over the corresponding index of 105 in 1954, while the rise in prices of most of the 
other commodities regulated under Forward Contract (Regulation) Act of 1952 was con
siderably higher during the same period. This is because of the fact that spot prices of 
other regulated commodities are free from statutory price control and are entirely govern
ed by the operations of supply and demand. 

6.10 The compulsory survey of cotton prescribed in the price policy· has proved to be 
detrimental to the cotton grower. It delays the movement of cotton from the up-country 
markets to the points of delivery to the mills and leads to glutting. Owing to the uncer
tainty of the survey awards, tendency on the part of the trade is to be overcautious in 
making purchases from the growers. The results of the survey generally are not in keep
ing with the intrinsic merits of the varieties surveyed. Due to this, the growers are 
adversely affected as the tendency of the trade is to protect itself against any loss on this 
account by discounting it in the price paid for the purchases from the growers. 

6.11 The floor and ceiling prices fixed by the Textile Commissioner in the cotton price 
policy are for full pressed bales of lint to be delivered at Bombay. These prices are of 
little use to the cotton grower firstly because they do not reach him and secondly it would 
be difficult for an average cottOn grower even to figure out differential and convert the 
terminal market price into local parity price for kapas of different varieties and take a 
decision in regard to acceptance of the prices quoted for his produce. 

6.12 In view of the drawbacks as stated above in the existing price policy and its deter
mination, the study group during the course of its tour has gained the impression that a 
great discontent prevails amongst the cotton growers in the State. They have, th~rcfore, 
strongly urged that the present floors and c~itings should Le aboli>hcd and instead, one 
price should be fixed by the Government for kapas of each variety based on rhe considera
tions mentioned in para. 6.8. To ensure that the growers actually receive the price thus 
fixed, the study group considered it necessary that greater attention should be paid to tl.e 
marketing of cotton and the b'Tower should get a reasonable price which will encourage 
him in his production activity and improve his standard of living. The recent steps 
taken by the Government of Maharashtra to fix the prices of foodgrains and to make them 
effective .through monopoly procurement is, to our mind, a good indicator as to how to 
proceed in thia respect. The action of the Government has served as a good incentive to 
the producers of the foodgrains, to increase the production and this is being adopted by 



the other States also. The study group is o£ the opinion that the cotton pnce be fixed 
at an appropriate level and a suitable machinery be created to make it effective. To 
achieve these objectives, the study group tecommends that:_ 

\1) the present floor and ceiling prices should be abolished and in place thereof, ooe 
price each for kapas and lint of each variety should be fixed, and 

(2) a statutory Cotton Board should be created with adequate powers to reuu/ate 
production and distribution of calion in the State so as to ensure fair-price to"' the 
growers and to meet domestic requiremenlg of colton of the mills, hand and f>owt?T· 
looms at relatively good terms. 

CHAPTER VII 

ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRES 

7.1 As stated in para. 0.3, suitable questionnaires to elicit the opm10ns of the cotton 
growers, village merchants, wholesale merchants, commission agents and co-operative 
cotton sale-purchase societies were prepared and the information was collected with the 
help of staff of cotton development scheme. In adclition, questionnaires were also address
ed to mill-owners and cotton exchanges at Bombay, Ahmedabad and Ujjain to know their 
views in the matter. 

7.2 The number of cotton growers, village merchants, etc., selected for the enquiry 
and those from whom information was received is given in the table below: 

Serial 
No. 

Category Number 
selected 

Number Percentage 
from whom of 

replies column (4) 
received to 

column (3) 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

I. Cotton grc.wers 500 480 96 
2. Village merchants 150 124 83 
3. Wholesale merchants 150 123 83 
4. Commission agents . . 150 117 78 
5. Co-operative cotton sale and purchase societies 89 55 60' 
6. M:n-o" ners 100 • 15 15 

7.3 Out of 480 cotton growers contacted, most of them bad no knowledge of the for
ward marketing in cotton. Only 29 of them have made certain suggestions which are 
summarised below :-

There should be one fixed uniform price for each variety of kapas taking into considera. 
tion its quality. It should be remunerative to the growers. Co-operative marketing of 
cotton should be developed. Till then, Government should purchase the entire cotton. 
Purchase and sale of cotton should be a State monopoly wherein State tracling should be 
introduced with advantage to the State and consumers. 

7.4 More than two-thirds of the village merchants contacted were aware of the trends 
of cotton prices in other markets and made use of this information in effecting sale and 
purchase of the produce. However, 20'}{, of these merchants had gene:al informat!on 
about the functioning of the forward markets but none of them ava1kd of hedgmg 
facilities. 

7.5 Almost all the wholesale merchants based their judgments of purchase and sale of 
the produce in the secondary markets on the basis of price trends prevailing in the ter
minal and forward markets.. Hedging was resorted to by nearly one-third of the mer
chants contacted and those who entered into hedge markets, majority of them opinl'd 
that forward market was beneficial either to them or to the mill owners or to both. No 
specific suggestions regarding utility or otherwi.'C of the forward markets were made hy 
them. 
A-104s-6 
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7.6 Almost all the commission agents interview~d were in favour of the present market· 
ing system. However, only 40% of the commission agents were aware of the forward 
markets and most of them stated that the prices in forward markets did not have any 
effect on the prices in the secondary market. .. 

The fo1lowing few useful suggestions were made oy them regarding improvement of 
forward markets:-

(i) It would be desirable if the varieties which are largely grown are chO!'en for opera
ting the contract in!>tcad of one variety which is not a representative one. 

(ii) Reselling of cotton should be stopped. 

i.1 Almost all the sale and purchase co-operative societies 
ward market anrl as such did not have any knowledge of 
thndorc, did not afTer any suggestions. 

did not enter into the for
forward marketing. They. 

7.8 Out of 100 mill-owner.;, to whom qucstionnain·s were sent by post, replies were 
recci,·ed from 15 mill-owners and Managing Dirccto~ of the mills mo~tly situated in 
Bomhay. None of them had a\·ailcd of the facility of forward markets as according to 
them forward marketing was not advant;~gL"Ous to them, lmt was to the traders and whole
salers. The suggestions made by them for improving cotton marketing are as follows:-

(1) Element of speculation must he aholisht'd from forward marketing. 

(2} Forward market could be improved as a hedge market if the hedge contracts are 
properly framed and allowed to function without any interference. 

(3) Present practice of having only one contract inhabits the textile industry to enter 
the forward markets as they are not sure of getting the produce according to their 
requirements and hence contract should he broadbascd. 

(4) They, however, expressed that it would be advantageous if the requirements of the 
mills is assured at a fixed price. 

7.9 The views exprcs..c;ed a hove by the growers and other agencies interested in cotton 
tracle were corroborated by the concerned interests interviewed, by the study group during 
the course of its tours. 

7.10 Of the 3 cotton exchanges at Bombay, Ahmedabad and Ujjain to which ques
tionnaires were sent to elkit their views on Fotward Market, the replies were received 
from the exchanges at Bombay and Ujjain. Then Central India As5ociation, Ujjain has 
categorically stated that forward markets arc necessary for stabilising national economy 
and are indispensahlc for the countries desirous of augmenting their exports. The As.so
ciation has further Rtressed that forward markets are the backbones of spot trade, and 
without such forward trading spot trade will be lopsided and too rickety to bear the 
burden of the developing economy. The Association is of definite view that the forward 
markets are beneficial to the farmers, merchants. manufacturers. exporters and to the con· 
sumcrs as well. The Association, at Ujjain has opined that forward and spot prices rarely 
mm•e together because of the speculative elements existing in the futures market which
are not interested in genuine hedging hut in earning profit on small fluctuations in prices. 
According to it, the forward markets in cotton at places other than at Bombay are not so 
successful as rates at these places are fixed lower than those in Bombay. It is, therefore, 
necessary to remov~ this disparity and basic ceiling for aU "basis" varieties should be 
identical. The East India Cotton Association has" stated that under conditions of scarcity 
and statutory control on prices, a forward market is not as effective as it should he. 
Even then it should be continued as it served as a barometer to the trends in prices in
general. 

7.11 With regard to the views cxpresf\Cd by the two Associations in favour of conti
nuation of the forward market, the study group would like to observe that amidst con· 
ditions of persistent shortage which are very likely to continue for yean to come and 
when prices move only upwards, forward markets are unnecessary. 



CHAPTER VIII 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

.8.1 The Maharashtra State Cotton Committee, during the course of its discussion on 
cotton price policy, observed that the difference: between floor and ceiling prices was very 
wide: and needed to be: narrowed down. The committee felt that this wide range unneces
sarily gave greater scope .to the speculators in forward market to manupulate prices which 
resulted in uncertainry in prices in the UfH=Ountry markets and thereby affected cotton 
growers adversely. The committee, therefore, recommended to the State Government to 
form a study group to examine this issue in detail. In pursuance of this recommendation, 
the Maharashtra Government appointed a study group to examine the need of the forward 
markets in cotton having. due regard to conditions obtaining in Maharashtra State (0.1). 

8.2 In Maharashtra State, cotton is the most important commercial crop. It occupies 
14 per cent of the cropped area in the State. It is grown in an area of about 66 lakh acres 
with an annual average production of 13 lakh bales contributing 33 per cent and 25 per cent 
of the country's area and production respectively. The average yield per acre is iO lbs. of 
lint. It is low as compared to the all-India average as the crop is mostly rainfed. During, 
the three Plan periods, concerted efforts have been made in the State to increase the yield 
per acre and to improve the quality of cotton through organised research. Nine improved 
varieties of cotton have been evolved so far and released for cultivation with an increase in 
staple length from O.iS to 1.03 inches and ginning percentage &om 35 to 40. Almost all the 
area under cotton in the State is covered by the improved varieties through planned seed 
multiplication and distribution programme aided by enforcemen~ of cotton legislations. 
This has helped in maintaining puriry of the crop (1.2, 1.4). 

8.3 From the growers-point of view, the marketing of cotton is no less important than 
its production. It needs considerable improvement. The need is more so because the 
farmer is unorganised and is unaware of its implications, thus giving scope to unhealthy 
competition. The farmer gets merely a residual share left after deducting the charges of 
intermediaries and other expenses from the price prevailing in the spot market. There 
exist well-organised institutions of traders and manufacturers in central and terminal markets. 
The growth of institutional development in marketing of cotton is thus lopsided. Recently 
co-operatives have entered in this business which after pooling cotton of their members 
convert it into lint and sell it to the traders or spinners. The volume of the business done 
by co-operatives at present is very small and forms only 10 per cent of the production of 
the State (1.5, 1.6, 1.9). 

8.4 The study group ascertained the views of the concerned interests on forward market 
in cotton through questionnaires, and interviews. Detailed study of the available literature 
was also made. Analysis of the price data in the up-country, spot and forward market was 
also carried out and the present policy of the Government of India in fixing prices of cotton 
was also reviewed (0.3, 0.4). 

8.5 Forward market in cotton is mainly the product of the needs of commercial evolu
tion to protect the interest of the traders and manufacturers and has no place for the growers 
(2.8). 

8.6 Forward market functions through three types of principal contracts, viz., non
transferable specific delivery contract, transferable specific delivery contract and hedge or 
futures contract (3.1 ). 

8.7 Non-transferable specific delivery contract is generally left unregulated. It is, there
fore, used on a large scale, through the recognised association for speculative pressure shifts 
by the adoption of doubtful expedients. Under the guise of this contract, illegal trading. on 
a large scale, is practised through unrecognised associations and the Forward Market Com
mission bas found it difficult to take appropriate action (3.1). 
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8.8 Absence of specific provisions restricting the transferability of rights and liabilities 
under the transferable specific delivery contract brings into field large number of specula
tors not genuinely interested in promotion of trade but in making easy money by effecting 
short sales (3.2). 

8.9 Hedge or futures contract does not visualise actual delivery at all except in a re•i
dual sense. Less than 1 per cent of the contracts in the market are completed by delivery 
of goods. It is believed that a futures contract is meant for gambling, pure and simple, 
because delivery can be avoided (3.3). 

8.10. On account of large difference between price of the basis variety viz., Moglai Jarilla 
and the price of superior varieties tenderable against the contract, hedge contract price was 
unable to reflect the general level of cotton price. This situation may continue even now 
after replacement of Moglai Jarilla by Vidarbha (M. P.~ Vimar (4.2). 

8.11 The cotton grower in the State and in the country is traditionally individuali't and 
maintains an isolated independence in production and marketing of the commodities. More
over, in view of the small size of his holding, he as an individual is unable to enter the 
hedge market (1.8). 

8.11 (a) The claim often made of hedging that it brings liquidity in market resulting in 
the reduced cost of handling the produce and thereby benefiting the producer in gening a 
higher price as an indirect consequence of forward market is farfetched (3.3). 

8.12 There are two other types of the contracts related to hedge contract, viz., " on call 
contract" and "option contract w. Of these, the "option contract" (Teji and l\landi) 
makes it possible for a man of even small means to get the thrill of gambling without hav
ing to face the risk of serious losses. They widen the range of fluctuation in the price of 
the hedge contract beyond what is warranted by the supply and demand position and make 
trading more risky for genuine operators. "Option contract" has now been discontinued 
(3.6). 

8.13 The most prominent instances of illegal forward trading carried out are "Kerb 
trading and Dabba trading". The principal evil following from "Kerb trading" 
is that the rates prevailing are subject to violent fluctuations which have an adverse 
effect on the opening rates of the official trading in the forward market. The "Dabba trad
ing" has numerous harmful effects as it encourages unhealthy and unbridled speculation. 
These transactions are not subject to any legal regulations or controls imposed on recognised 
associations. The Forward Market Commission has also found it unable to take any legal 
action. Thus, it constitutes ~erious threat to well-organised trade (3.8). 

8. H Although speculation based on intelligent appraisal of market conditions can a•sist 
in balancing the supply and demand in the market, there is a class of speculators with insuffi
cient funds who indulge in excessive operations and thereby not only ruin themseh·cs but 
upset the entire market. Such speculators when they enter the market are not speculating 
but gambling (5.2). 

8.15 Empirical studies have brought out that no easy generalisation can be made about 
the profitable speculation being also price stabilising (5.3). 

8.16 It is claimed that forward markets provide a continuous market and thus benefit 
both the producers and the traders. J'he study group during the course of its tours has, 
however, found that most of the traders entering the forward market are not genuine hnl~ers 
but speculators in the habit of living by speculation (5.4). c 

Kl7 Short selling without a commodity on hand is resorted to on a large scale whirh 
at times unduly depresses the prices: l\lo.reO\~cr, t~rou~h concentrated speculative <kalin)!;s 
and t.hrougb corners or S<JUCezes ma~tpulatwn m pnces IS cfTcctnl. Such comers or s'!ut·ezcs 
con<rttute a menace even to speculauve markets and do not serve any useful economic func
tion (5.5). 

R.IS Con~hJSive e~idc.ncc is lac~ing to suh•tantiate the claim that futures prices can be 
u'ed as a reliable gutdc m forecasung the trend of prices several months in advance (6.6). 
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li.19 'The views of the cotton growers, village merchants, wholesale merchants, commi&
!ion agents and co-operative cotton sale-purchase societies were obtained through suitable 
questionnaires. Analysis of the replies received showed that practically none of the growers 
and the sale and purchase societies contacted bad the knowledge of forward marketing in 
cotton. The response of the mill-owners to the questionnaires sent to them was not satis
factory. However, a study of the replies received brings out that none of the mill-owners 
bad availed of the facility of the forward markets as according to them, forward markets 
were not beneficial to them but to the traders and wholesalers (7 .8). 

8.20 The study group during the course of its tours in the State visited a number of 
cotton markets and interrogated cotton growers and other interests in cotton trade. The 
views expressed by them were similar to the replies to the questionnaries (i.9). 

8.21 The cotton exchanges have stated that the forward markets are essential for stabi
li~ing national economy and are indispensable for the country desirous of augmenting its 
exports (7.10). 

&.22 Grading and Handardisation of cotton are by far the most essential for efficient 
marketing and for helping the cotton producer to obtain price commensurate with the qua
lity of produce marketed by him (·H). 

8.23 The standards are prepared by the East India Cotton Association from the hales 
secured from the ma_rket which are often mixed ~y the trader at the time of baling and, 
therefore, they do not represent the exact quality of the crop grown from the pure seed 

• distributed by the Agricul:ural Departments and purity of which is maintained by the 
enfo~cement of the cotton legislations (4.6). 

8.24 The Indian standard for evaluating staple length is stricter than the standard 
adopted in United States of America. It is based on the consideration of mean staple 
length and not that of the upper quartile length. Therefore, in actual commercial practice, 
staple length of cotton in India is underestimated and thus it fetches price not com
mensurate with its real quality (4.9). 

8.25 The price of cotton (kapas) is generally fixed by the demand and supply position in 
the country and ranges within the floors and ceilings fixed for lint and other restrictionS' 
imposed by the Government of India from time to time. A farmer gets only a residual 
share left after deducting charges of intermediaries and other charges from the prices pre
vailing in the spot market in conformity with the cotton price policy. It may be stated 
that the floor and ceiling prices are for lint and not for kapas. They have been fixed on 
market considerations and not on the cost of production, seasonal variation and standard 
of living of cotton grower. They are also not in proper alignment with prices of other 
a~ricultural commodities. Further, it is oibserved that the floor prices are unrealistic as 
thev have never touched that level owing to continuous short supply of cotton. The range 
of difference between the floors and ceilings of various varieties of cotton grown in the State 
\\ hich is between Rs. 220 to Rs. 285 is also very wide giving greater scope to speculators to 
manipulate prices. Further the procedure for implementing price policy by adoption of the 
compulsory survey scheme had added to the discontent of the cotton growers in the Srate 
(6.9). 

The Study Group after careful consideration of these drawbacks recommends that the 
present floors and ceili11gs should be abolished and instead one reasOnable prioe Jhould be 
fixed by the Government both for lint and kapas of each variety u•ith due regard to the 
cost of production of cotton, seasonal variation and sta,.dard of living of the cotton gro!l·er 
u•hic/1 u•ill provide an iPicentive to him iPI his production activit_v. • 

8.26 Although it is claimed that the prices of kapas ruling in the up-country marhts 
are largely influenced by the prices in the spot market in Bombay, the study of the crom
parativ~ prices of kapas i~ seve~al up-co~mtry markets of pr~d~mi~ant varieties in tho>e 
tracts with the correspondmg pnces of !tnt of the same vanettes m the spot mark<! at 
Bombay over a period of nine years has brought out that the rise or fall in prices in Bombay 
market. is not always correspondingly reflected in the prices in the up-country market 
(6.1 and 6.5). 

A-104S-7. 
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8.27 For hedging becoming perfectly effec;tive, the spot and futures prices of cotton 
(lint) ought to move in dose alignment with one another because of the facility to dclh·cr 
goods against futures contracts. The analysis of mm·emt·nt of prices in spot and futurrs 
markets made by the Study Group and observations of the Central Int!ia Association, Ujjain. 
reveal that in practice, spot and futures prices rardy move hy equal amounts (6.3 and 6.5). 

8.28 Considering the deficiencies in the forward market and the lacunae in regulations 
of the forward market, with the adoption of the principle of planned economy for allain
ing the ~al of socialistic pattern of society, the system of fonvard trading which was the 
l,est in laissez-faire system as its last word in promoting stability of price and facilitating 
marketing of agricultural produce specifically meant for meeting the needs of the business 
community has outlived its utility. Therefore, the Study Group is of the oprnion /lrat 
there is no need for Fom·ard l\larkcting in col/on. 

8.29 As already stated the farmer gets merely residual share kft after deducting the 
charges of intermediaries and other expenses from prices pre,·ailing in the spot market. 

The farmer, being unorganised cannot retain the charges of the intermediaries to him
self and also cannot exert a stabilising inHuence on price level•.. A bt·ginning has. how
ever, been made by organising farmers into co-operath·es for marketing their cotton in the 
State, but it has not assumed large proportion so as to inHuence prices in markets hy 
adjusting supplies to demand and adopting measures leading to orderly marketing. Tile 
Study Group, therefore, recommends that co-operative morkcting should be orgmrised to 
handle entire produetion of col/on in the State as early as possible .-~en on nrunopol_v basis 
(1.9). 

8.30 The Study Group considers it necessary that greater attention should be paid to the 
marketing of cotton and the growers should get a reasonable price which will encourage him 
in his production activity and improve his standard of living. To achieve this objective, 
lhe Study Group recommends the creation of a statutory Cotton Board u•itll adt·qrwte 
powers to regulate production and distribution of col/on in the Stale so as. to ensure f<Jir 
price to the growers and meet domestic requiument pf the mills, and po-:t•er arrd lr11nd· 
looms at relatively good terms. 
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APPENDIX I 
Study Group : 

Forward Markets in Cotton. 
Appointment of-to examine 
the need of 

GOVERNMENT OF MAHARASHTRA 

Ac1llcuLn:RE AND FooD DEPARTMENT 

Resolution No. CTN-1963/22292-B 

Sachivalaya Annexe, Bombay-32, 20th June 1964. 

Resolution.-The question of forward trading in cotton came up for consideration in the 
4th meeting .of the State Cotton Committee held on the 2nd November 1963. It was' 
represented that because of forward trading the interests of cotton growers were jeopardised. 
The consenses of opinion was strongly in favour of discontinuance of forward markets for 
<.Orton. The Committee finally decided to form a Study Group to examine the issue in 
fuller details. The Forward Markets Commissioner and the East India Cotton Association, 
however, declined to nominate their representatives to work on the Study Group. The 
State Cotton Committee at its 5th meeting held on the 1st June 1964 considered the views 
expressed by the Government of India, the Forward Markets Commission and the East 
India Cotton Association in re~ard to the constitution of the Study Group and came to 
the conclusion that a Study Group as already proposed in its meeting held on the 2nd 
November 1963, should be constimted. Government has accepted the recommendation of 
the Committee and is pleased to appoint a Study Group to examine the need of forward 
markets in cotton having due regard to conditions obtaining in the Maharashtra State, 
consisting of the following members: 

.Members: 

(I) Director of Agriculture-Chairman. 
(2) Shri K. l\1. Patil, Vice-President, Zilla Parishad, Jalgaon. 

(3) Shri A. H. Mamdani, M.L.A., Yeotmal 

(-1) Shri Shankarrao Kolbe, B.Sc. (Hon.) (Agri.), 
Kopargaon, district Ahmednagar. 

(5) Shri N. M. Joglckar, Professor of Economics, Nagpur. 
(6) Shri D. S. Ranga Rao, Statistician, Department of 

Agriculture, 1\laharashtra State, Poona. 

(7) Dr. T. Y. Patil, Agricultural Economist-Member-Secretary. 

2. The Study Group should examine the question in detail and submit its report to 
Government within a period of three months from the date of its appointment. 

3. The Study Group should transact _its busines~ in sue? a manner and at such places 
as the Chairman of the Group may decide from time to ume. 

4. The expenditure on account of tra_velling allowance and dai!y allo~ance of official 
members should be debited to the rcspccuvc budget heads from whtch theu pay, allowance, 
etc., are drawn. 

S. Travelling allowance and daily allowance of the non-o~cial ~embers s~ould be paid 
t the rates admissible under scale I of the Rule I (I) of secuon I m Appendtx XLII-A of 

:he Bombay Civil Services Rules, Volume II, as. amended from time to ~ime. The expendi-
n account of travelling allowance and datly allowance of non-offiaal members should 

ture 0 
• " d f h I d h d" 1 be debited to the head "31-Agnculture an met rom t e grants pace at t e Isposa 

of the Director of Agriculture, during the current year. 

A-104S-8 
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6. This resolution issues with the concurrence of the Finance Department, ,·ide its un
official reference No. 382i5/2624-l, dated the 19th December 1963. 

APPENDIX 1-A 

By order and in the name of the 
Go\•emor of 1\laharashtra, 

A. K. BHAG\\'AT, 

Assistant Secretary to Go\·emmcnt. 

Shri V. N. Panditrao, 

Dcputv Stali>tician, 

Appoimm,·nt of-On Study Group<, 

etc., \'ice Shri Ranga Rao. 

GOVERN:\IENT OF MAIIARASHTRA 

AcRJCULTl'R£, Fooo AXD Co-oi'ERAnos DEP.\Rnn::o.• 

Resolution No. CTNj19MflS-181-I-B 

Sachivalaya Annexe, Bombay-32 , Srh December 19M. 

~lution.-Dr. D. S. Ranga Rao, Statistician, Department of Agriculture. Poona, 
has been deputed to North Rhodesia, under the F. A. 0. assipuncnt, vide Government 
Resolution, Agriculture, Food and Co-operation D<·parrment No. AGE+IM, 2i952-1\'-E, 
dated the 2ith November '19M. Government is, therefore, plea•cd to appoint until further 
orders, Shri V. N. Panditrao, Deputy Statistician, Department of Agriculture, :\laharashtra 
State, Poona, in place of Shri D. S. Ranga Rao, on the following Committee : 

(2) STUDY GRoUP FoRWARD 1\.L\RKETS IN Conox : 

Appointed as per Government Resolution, Agriculrure and FooJ Department No. CTN-
1963/22292-B, dated the 20th June 1964. 

By order :md in the name of the 
Gowrnor of 1\laharashtra, 

APPENDIX 1-B 

A. K. BilAG\\'AT, 

Assistant Secretary to Government. 

Study Gro11p : 

Forward Markers in Corton 

Appointment of-to cx:uninc 
the ne<·d of.. ...... . 

GO\'ERN:\IENT OF MAHARASIITRA 

Acntr.t'LTURE ASD Fooo DICP.\Rnn·sT 

Resolution No. CTN-l<Jii3j22292-B 

Sachi•·alaya Annexe, Bomh01y, 2-Ith Au!!"'~· 19M. 

Read.-Govemmcnt Resolution No. CTN-l'lli3/222'n-B, datc<l the 20th June 19M. 

Resolution.-Govcmmcnt is pleaoerlro appoint Shri 11. 1\1. Patil. !\I.A., B.T., LL.R .. J)h 11 !ia, 
11.1 a member of the Study Group ro examine the nc,·d of forward markets in cotron. 

By orrlcr and in the name of rhc 
Gm·ernor of Maharashrra. 

A. K. BIL\CWAT. 
Assistant Secretary to Go\'ernm,·nt. 
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APfENDIX 1-c 

Study Group : 
Forward 1\larkets in Cotton, 
Appointment of-to examine 
the need of .....•... 

GOVERNMENT OF MAHARASHTRA 
AcRICULTiiRE, FooD A.'JD Co-oPERATioN DEPARTML,,. 

Resolution No. CTN-1963/22292-B 

Sachivalaya Annexe, Bombay-32, 19th October 19M. 

Read.-Govemment Resolution No. CTN-1963/22292-B, dated the 20th June 19~. Govern
ment Resolution No. CTN-1963/22292-B, elated 20th August 19M, Demi-official letter 
No. 3269, dat~d the 2Srb August 196~, from the ·Secretary of the Study Group and Agricul
tural Economtst, Poona. 

Resolution.-Govemment is pleased to appoint Shri A. R. Ambike, Cotton Extension 
Officer, Poona, as a member of the Study Group to examine the need of forward markets in 

-cotton. 

2. Government is also pleased to sanction the extension of time-limit for submitting the 
report of Study Group up to 17th February 1965. 

By order and in the name of the 
Governor of 1\'laharashtra. 

S. V. TEl\1BE, 
Assistant Secretary to the Government of Maharashtra, 

Agriculture, Food and Co-operation Department. 
I 

APPENDIX 1-D 
Study Croup : 

Shri J. R. Deshmukh of 
Raver : Appointment of on 

GOVERNMENT OF l\1AHARASHTRA 
AcRICULTURE, FooD AL'"D Co-oPERATION lliPARntE.NT 

Resolution No. CTN-1965/262-B 

Sachivalaya Annexe, Bombay. 12th January 196$. 
RC'ad.-Government Resolution, Agriculture and Food Departmenr, No. CTN-196.·\'~~292-B, 

-dated the 20th June 19~. 
Resolution.-Government is pleased to appoint Shri J. R. Deshmukh. from Ra\·er as a 

member of the Study Group to examine the need of forward markets in cotton, creat~..·d in 
Government Resolution, Agriculture and Food Department, No. CTN-1963j~2~9~-B. dated 
the 20th June 19M. -

2. Shri J. R. Deshmukh. should be paid travel)ing allowance and daily allowance the 
rates admissibe under scale I of the Rule I (1) of section I in Appendix XIII • A· of the 
Bombay Civil St:rvices Rules, Volume II as amended from time to time. The expenditure 
should be debited to the hl'ad .. 31-Agriculture .. and met from the grants plan:d at the 
disposal of the Director of Agriculture during the current year. 

3. This letter issues with the concurrence of the Finance Dt·partmt·nt. vide un-otli.cial 
reference No. 20251f38jXVIIT, dated the 9th January 1965. 

To 
The Director of Agriculture. 

By order and in the name of the 
Governor of l\Iaharashtra. 

(Sd.) x x x 
Under Secretarv to Go\'ernmc.-nt. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR WHOLESALE .MERCHANTS 

Name: 
Address: 

I. How long are you carrying out this business? 
2. Total transactions during the last five yean. 
3. What proportion of cotton do you buy ?

(a) Direct from the cultivators. 
(h) Through other merchants. 
(c) From Co-operative Sale Societies or ginuing factories. 
(d) From any other sources. 

4. Do you send your agents to the villages to buy or purcha!lC through broker ;. 
S. Do you gin the cotton you purchase or purchase ginned cotton ? 
6. While purchasing how do you decide prices? 

7. What is the method of bargaining?
(a) Dira:t auction. 
(b) On grad ea. 
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8. How long do you store cotton ? In what manner and where ? 
9. Do you obtain advances on stored cotton? How much? 

10. How do you utilize this amount? 
11. What are the customary deductions made to cultivators while buying? 
12. How do you transport cotton ? . 
13. What are the costs on transportation? 
14. Who bears these co11ts? 
15. How do you finance yourself? 
16. Do you obtain advances from banks? 
17. If so, what kind of bank and on what terms ? 
18. What security is required by bankers? 
19. Do you finance the cultivators ? If so, what are the terms and conditions· and 

the security for it ? 
20. How do you sell your cotton ? 
21. To whom do you sell? 
22. How do you decide your selling prices ? 
23. What is the commission charged to your buyers? 
24. What are the incidental charges on handling the produce and who pays them? 
23. What are the customary deductions and charges are recovered by you while 

selling? 
26. Do you make yourself an1uainted with the trend of prices in different markets? 

H so, how? 
27. Do you take into account these prices while purchasing or selling your stock? . 
28. Have you any idea of Forward Markets in Cotton? How do they affect your 

business, while purchasing or selling your stock? 
29. Do you think that Forward Market prices affect the prices in the wholesale 

markets ? How ? \Vhat is the difference ? 
30. Do you consider prices in Forward .Markets while making purchase or sales? 

How? 
31. Do you get this information and from where and when? 
32. To whom F9rward Market is more beneficial in your opinion? 
33. Do you think that it is beneficial to the cultivators? How? . 
34. What are your suggestions to improve Forward Marketing operations ? 

Name: 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR COMMISSION AGENTS 

(KachhafPakka) 

Address: 

1. Name of the market : 
2. Is it regulated or unregulated market ? 
3. What are the commodities you deal with? 
4. How long are you carrying out business in cotton ? 
S. Please supply total transactions (quantity of cQtton and in terms of money) during 

the last five years. 
6. What proportion of cotton comes to you ?

{a) direct from the cultivator. 
(b) through other merchants. 

7. Do you purchase any cotton from other commission agents in the market? 
8. What is method of bargaining ?

(a) direct auction. 
(b) on grades. 
(c) any other methods. 

9. What are your customers of cotton in the market? 
10. What are the customary deductions made to the cultivators by you? 
11. Give itemwise rates of commission and other charges (copy of invoice} 
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12. How do you 6nance yourself-? Give details as to the terms and conditions of 
your financiers ? 

13. Do yctu finance the culth·ators ? If so, what are- the terms and conditions and 
the security for it ? 

14. Do you grade the produce before sale? 
15. How much time is taken to sell the farmers' produce in the mark~t? 
16. \Vhere weighmeuts are taken ? Do you remain present at that time? 
17. When actually the farmer is paid after hi! produce is !'Old? 
18. When do you get the payment of the produce from buyers ? 
19. What are the incidental charges on handling the produce? \\no pays them? 
20. Do you store the farmers' produce ? If so, how long ? How do you charge for 

the storage ? 
21. Do you advance any loan against the stored cotton ? 
22. Do you think that the present marketing procedures in this market are fair ? 
23. What are your suggestions for improving the cotton marketing in the market ? 
24. Are you acquainted with the u~nd of priCl'S in different markets ? If, so how ? 
25. Do you consider, these prices while selling the cultivators' produce ? 
26. What is the difference in the prices in your market and in the other ifl,lponant 

markets? 
27. Have you any idea of Forward Markets in Cotton ? In your opinion, how do 

they affect your market ? 
28. Do you think that Forward Market affects the prices in your markt'l ? How ? 

What is the difference ? 
29. Do you consider prices in Forward Markers while sdling the cotton ? How ? 
30. Do you get this information and from where and when ? 
31. . To whom Forward Market is more beneficial in your opinion? 
32. Does the benefit of Forward Marketing is reflected in farmers' price? If so, how? 
33. What are your suggestions to improve Forward Marketing operations ? 

I have personally collected the above information. 

Place: 

Date: 

Signature 

Assistant Cotltlrl Exlensionf Dn:dopmnll Officer. 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR 1\ULI-OWJ:I:ERS 

Name of the Mill : 

Name of the Managing Director : 

I. What is the annual total requirement of raw cotton for your mill, \'arietywise ? 
2. \Vhen do you make your purchases of these quantities and where? 
3. Do you purchase Kapas or Lint cotton ? 
4. What are the arrangements for purchases? i.e., through agents, brokers or whole-

sale dealers. 
5. How do you decide purchase price for cotton ? 
6. What relation exists between the price of Kapaa and the Lint cotton ? 
7. What is the commission or brokerage ? And what are the other charges on these 

purchases? 
8. Do you purchase and stock pile the cotton or do you purchase it in future markt•ts 

with a view to accept future d,·Jivery and tllll< meet your requirement ? 
9. How and where do you store? , 

10. To what extent do you imure your stock against what ri,ks? 
I I. \\'hat i< your maximum storing capacity aiHI how murh stock do you normally 

carry ? llow do they vary from month to month ? 
12. How do you pay for your purchases of raw cotton ? 
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13. Can you give some idea about price variation in cotton? i.e., when do prices 
tend to rise and when do decline? Can you give any reasons? · 

14. What proportion of your stocks are • hedged'? In what market? Why? What 
are your main consideration in hedging ? · · · 

- IS. How do you carry out purchases of cotton in Forward Market through broker, 
your agent, yourself direct ? 

16. Arc you a member of any trade association in- cotton through which you carry 
out these transactions ? 

17. Do you purchase your only requirements or you carry out further transaction 
with profit moti\·e? 

18. Do you study Forward Market price from time to time? 
19. How do you fix up prices of cotton purchased, doth or yam and what 1s its 

relation to prices in the Forward Market? 
20. Do not you think that purchase in local country market is cheaper ? 
21. 'Vhat are the ad\·antage of Forward 1\larketing in cotton to mill-owners ? 
22. To whom Forv.·ard Markets in cotton are beneficial in your opinion ( 
23. What are your suggestions to improve Forward Marketing in cotton? 
24. How Forward Markets affect Textile industry? 
25. If your raw cotton requirement at fixed prices is assured, do you think that pur

chases of cotton in Forward Market are necessary? 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR MERCHANTS ASSOCIATIONS AND FOR\VARD MARKETS 

Name of the person gh·ing the information : 

His position : 

Name of the Association : · 

1. Are you a member of the As.c;ociation of traders dealing in agricultuul comm~ 
dities? If so, specify ? 

2. \Vhat is the constitution and byelaws, number and qualification of directors and 
member-Scope of (copy of rules and regulations)? 

3. Please indicate number of members under each category as mill-owners, dealers, 
brokers, etc. 

4. Is it a registered institution complying with statutory requirements ? If so, in 
what way? 

S. How does the association derive its revenue ? Does it ever borrow or ad,·ance 
money against stocks? If so, on what terms? 

6. Where does the association trans:}ct husine!l.s? What are the normal hours of 
trading? 

7. Does the association possess its own exchange or markl·t premises? Gi\'e p::uti~ 
culars. \Vhat commodities are dealt in ? 

8. What type of transactions take place, e.g., spot, futures, deli\·ery and non-deliv~ry 
contract. etc., and proportion of each ? 

9. \Vhat are the minimum. units of sales and purchases and the dcli,·ery months fer 
futures and periods future transactions for each of these contracts ? 

10. Give average daily transactions under each category of these contracts and specify 
months of maximum and minimum transactions. 

11. To what extent docs ddivcry of actual goods take place on 'furures' contracts? 
12. \Vhy actual ddi,•ery do not take place? How transactions are compktt·d in such 

cases ? 
13. How are price1 differences adjusted between buyer and seller? 
14. Is any deposit rt'quired fro~ the partici~ants? If so, how much? . 
15. To what extent are transactwns entrrcd mto by or on hchalf of outs1de person! 

who are not dirrctly intt'rcstcd in the trade itself? 
16. Is this a desirable feature or otherwise-reasons ? 
17. If undesirable, can you suggcs·t :my m<'ans of stopping p:micip:ttion by our~idcrs ? 

'A-104S-10 



18. 
19. 

20. 

21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 

25. 
26. 

27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 

33. 
34. 
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What forms of contracts arc used by the members ? . . 
Are these contracts registered by the Association? If so, what arbmanon 

arrangements exist ? 
Is there a clearing house to facilitate the passing of documents, the settlement of 

contracts and the clearing or adjusting of price differences bct~ecn the succca 
sive buyers and sellers concerned in a series of rdatcd tra!lsacnooa ? 

How does the clearing operate ? . . 
Is there a daily record of prices and where arc these pubhshed or dtsplaycd ? 
Are prices in other markets alro displayed here ? What markets ? 
Does association keep watch on divergence between spot and future prices and 

is there any mechanism to rectify such considerable divergences ? . . 
How is this information received (telephone-telegram) and who supplies Jt ? 
What statistics relating to the trade outside and inside the market does associa-

tion maintain ? 
\\'hat are the sources of these statistics ? 
Do you think that there is fair dealing in the marketing ? 
Do you think that Forward Marketing arc good in stabilizing national economy? 
To whom do you think that the Forward Market is beneficial ? 
Do you think that it is beneficial to the cotton growers also ? How ? 
What arc the effects on futures marketing of ' Floor and ceiling' prices fixed by 

Government? 
What are your suggestions for improving the Forward Marketing in cotton ? 
What would be the effect of stopping Forward Marketing in cotton ? 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ECONOMISTS 
Name: 

Address : 

I. It has been argued that Forward Marketing in cotton helps to Rtabilise prices for 
the same. · 

Do you fully agree with this ? 
Elucidate how ? 

2. Government is now fixing 'Floor' and 'Ceiling' prices for cotton and these prices 
arc revised from time to time in the light of the changing Rtructurc of the cost 
of cultivation of cotton and changing general economic conditions. Do you 
think that there is need to have Forward Marketing in cotton ? 

3. Should the prices of cotton at the local market be determined in relation to prices 
in Forward Market or should prices in Forward Market be adjusted to prices 
in the local market ? 

4. If you consider that the Forward Marketing in cotton is helping in the stabili
zation of cotton prices, then do you think that the prices in the Forward Mar
ket have reasonable bearing on the cotton priccg in different local markets ? If 
so, how? 

5. Do you think that there is ~ definite relationship between the prices of cotton in 
the Forward Market and m the local country market ? How ? 

6. Have y~u any co~m.cnts on the ' Floor' or 'Ceiling ' prices fixed by Government 
for dtfferc~t vanencs of. cotton ? Government have fixed tht-.e pri<-<"11 for 'Lint • 
cotton whtlc the rates m the local markets are on Kapa•. 

7. In Forward. Marketing if ~~tual delivery of the contract sold or purchased i• not 
effectt·d, It forms a fictitious transaction whit·h "ives rise to nlerA sp~. )· t' )' • • , " ' '· •lUollOn 
or ~amh .mg for gcttmg ncb <JUKk. Do you think specular ion or fictitious 
dcahngs 111 Forward Markets he stopped forthwirh ? 

8. To what extent there is a gambling in the Fotw·trd ~larketing 1' 11 
• . . ? · . , cotton 111 your opmton · 

9. To whom rhc Forward Markcring i~ more I n•"fi · ) · •c ~ tcta at present 111 our countrv. ? How? 
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10. How Forward Marketing in cotton be improved so that the growers may be 
reasonably benefitted? 

11. What would be the effect of stopping the forward marketing in cotton ? And 
especially how it will affect the cotton growers ? 

12. · Can it be totally stopped by enactment ? 
13. Under our conditions, what steps would you suggest to curb the malpractices or 

bad clements in the Forward Marketing in cotton so that cultivators may be 
benefitted? 

APPENDIX m 
List of institutions and organisations visited by Study Group 

Serial Name of inltitution Date of 
No. visit 

(f) (2) (3) 

I Muket Committee, Jalpon S-1-1965 
2 Market Committee, Khamgaon • • • • 6-1-1965 
.3 Market Committee, Akola and Madhya Pradesh Commercial Exchange, Ltd., 7-1-1965 

Akola. .. Market Committee, Amraoti 8-1-1965 
s Cotton Muket, Surat and Duin Gujarat Sahakari Cotton Muketing Union. 11-2-1965 

6 
Ltd., Surat. 

Gujarat State Co-operative Marketing Society, Ahmedabad and West India 
Cotton Association, Ltd., Ahmedabad. 

12-2-1965 

7 Cotton 1\luket, Nanded 15-6-1965 
8 Cotton 1\larket, Aurangabad 16-6-1965 
9 Cotton 1\luket, Ahmedna~r 17-6-1965 

10 Cotton 1\luket, Sewari and the Eaat India Cotton Asaoc:iatioo, Bombay 18-8-1965 
II Forward Markeu Commiuion, Bombay 19-8-1965 

APPENDIX IV 

Economic characters of improved varieties of cotton in Maharashtra State 

' Yield 
Species of 

of Name of variety ICed Fibre Fibre Press Spin-
cotton eottoo Ginning length weight Maturity by ning 

in percen- in per Coeffi- strength capacity Tract for which 
lhL per tage inches inch in cient index warp recommended 

acre I0-6oza. c:ounta 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (1) (8) (9) (10) 

G-Arboreum Vimar 481 39 0·88 Q-180 0·8S 8·7 28a Khand~h. Vidarbha, 
93 villa~a of Soya-
g&OD l\1 a hal of 
Aurabgaoad, 
district. 

Gaorani·22 37S 37 0·88 Q-175 Q-82 8·7 33 s 05manabad, B hi r. 
Gaorani-46 400 36 Q-91 Q-162 ()-85 8·8 36s Aurungabad and 

west part of Par-
bhani district, 
Nanded and eastern 
part of Vidarbha 

·~·· 
G-Hinutum Buri- 0394 .. soo 35 0·94 0·153 0·80 7-5 37 s 

Buri-L-147 • • soo 36 1-02 0·143 0·80 8·0 42s Vidarbha ateL 

170-Co~ 1500 35 1-06 Q-142 0·80 7·6 44s lrriJZSt~ cotton areaa 
(Deviraj). in the S tll te. 

G-Arboreum Y-i 480 39 0·92 Q-174 0·85 8·8 30s Khandesh t111ct. 

AK-23S 500 41 0·92 0· 183 0·85 8·4 28. V idarbha area. 

AK-277 475 42 0·91 0· 190 0·85 8·6 29 s \'idarblul area. • 
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APPENDIX V 

Note on the study of price relationship of kapas in the selected up<auntry markets and that 
of lint in the spot market and forward market at Bombay. 

In order to study whether the prices of kapas in the up-country markets are 'influenced 
by the prices of lint ruling in the spot market at Bombay. monthlY_ average. pri~ of kapas 

. in a few selected regulated markets were collected. The spot pnces of bnt m Bombay 
market are available for a unit of 3 quintals. The up-country prices of kapas were also 
arrived at for the same unit in order to make the comparison meaningful. The markets 
chosen for the study were Amravati, Akola, Khamgaon, Jalgaon, Amalner, Nandcd and 
Ahmednagar and the varieties for which price data were collected are Buri·American. 
Vidarbha·Vimar (197/3), Khandcsh-Vimar, Gaorani-6 and De\·iraj. The price data for the 
first 6 markets are mostly available for a period of 9 years from 1955-56 to 1%~ while 
those for Ahmednagar market are available for only thrt-e years, viz .. 1961-62 to 19~. 

From a comparative study of the prices during the period under a study, the following 
are the broad findings :-

Amravati.-The price data of kapas of the variety Bun-American (0394) were a\·ailahle 
for a period of 7 years, i.e., from 1955-56 to 1961-62. The price!~ of kapas in 1955-.56, 
1956-57 and 1961-62 barring a few months, showed a rising trend while they dt-clined in 
1960-61. In 1958-59, the prices from Deceml>er onwards were considerably higher over 
those in the months of October and November and fluctuated within \·erv narrow limits 
during the subsequent period. In the remaining period, barring 1959-60. the prices ruled 
steady over a longer period, the extent of variation from month to month -being n<-gligible. 
The behaviour of .spot prices was generally similar to that of kapas prices in l95i-5ll and 
1959-60. In 1956-57 spot price showed a rise of nearly Rs. 120 in the month of February 
and declined by Rs. 75 in the month of March. In the subsequent period, however, a 
steady rising trend was noticed. It was similar to that noticed in the up<auntry market. 
In 1960-61 and 1961-62 kapas prices declined and showed upward trend respecti\·dy. The 
spot prices, on the other hand, were either constant or exhibited a slight variation from 
month to month. In the remaining period. as the variety was not transacted, no spot 
rates were available. 

Akola.-The prices of kapas of 197/3 variety in Akola market fluctuated and did not 
show any consistent trend in 7 out of 9 years. In the remaining 2 years, they showed a 
rising trend and the behaviour of spot prices was also similar in these years. In 1955-56 
and 1957-58 no consi9{cnt relationship was noticed in the behaviour of prices of kapas and 
lint. In 1960-61, spot prices fluctuated within narrow limits while in 1962-63 thev ruled 
constant at Rs. 623 during the period from September to December and at Rs. 72~ from 
March to August, thus showing a considerable increase of Rs. 100 in the latter paiod over 
that in the earlier period. In the remaining 3 years, spot prices were constant practically 
throughout the period. 

Khamgaon.-In Khamgaon market. increasing trend in prices of kapas of Viuarhha
Vimar was noticed. In the years 1955-56. 1958-59, 1959-60 and 1961-62 while tht• spot 
prices did not show any trend in 1955-56 and showed a rising trend similar to that of 
kapas prices in 1958-59, in the remaining 2 years, howe\'Cr, the spot prices remained steady 
throu~hout the period. In 1956-57, the kapas prices fluctuated from October to !\larch and 
then showed a considera-ble increase and spot prices too were considerably hi):her during 
this period. In 195~-58 ~nd 1960-61.. kapa_s prices flu~tuated while spot prices remained 
consta~t for a long nme m 1960-61 wllh _shght fluctuauon and did not show any particular 
trend m 1957-58. In 1962-63, kapas pnces went down from Rs. 391 in the month of 
Octoher to Rs. 336 in the month of Fehruary and rose subsequently. The spot prices were 
fairly constant from Septemhcr to January and a~ain from April to Au~ust. 'Howt"l'er, 
the prices in the latter period were higher by Rs. 100 over those in the former period. 

]al~:aon.-The price of kapas of Khanclesh-Vir~ar variety at Jalgaon market did. not 
•how any trend in 6 out of 9 years. During this period. the spot prices were fairly 
etationary in 2 years, viz., 1959-60 and 1960-61 while in JQ55-56 the spot prices, too, fluctuated 
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from month to mo?th .. In 1957-58 and 1958-59, the behaviour of spot prices was dissimilar 
to that of kapas pncrs m the up-country market. In 1962-63, the spot prices were constant 
from September to January and then showed a sudden rise of Rs. 75 in the month of 
Febru~ry and ro~e funher _hy R•. 30 in the month of April and stood constant at that 
lcvd m ~he. su""':Juent penod .. In 1961-62 and 1963-6~. kapas prices showed a declining 
trend while m 1956-57 a steep nse of Rs. 100 in the month of December and sudden fall of 
:.bout R• .. 50 in the month of February was noticed ; on the other hand, spot pnces were 
constant m the lint 2 years and did not exhibit any trend in 1956-57. 

__ .-lrtw/,.~·r.-During the entire period under study, the prices of the variety Khandesh
\ •mar <hd not show any trend and mostly fluctuated in the season. Minor seasonal varia
lions were. however, noticed in certain years. In 1957-58, the price recorded in the month 
uf November was more by nearly Rs. 30 to Rs. 40 than the price prevailing in most of 
the months in that year. The prico:s from December onwards, generally, showed a down
ward trend. Similarly, in 1958-59 a sharp reduction in price by Rs. 50 toRs. 60 was 
noticed in the month of April, in comparison with the prices ruling in the immediately 
preceding months. Similarly, a sharp fall in price by R•. 75 was noticed in the month 
uf March 19M and the price in the subsequent 2 months did not attain the pre-March 
lcvel. The spot prices. on the other hand, remained constant in 1959-60, 1960-61, 1961-62 
and 196J.M and did not show any relationship to the kapas prices in 1955-56 and 1957-58 .. 
In 1957-58 and 1958-59, both the kapas and lint prices of the variety Khandesh-Virnar 
showed a similar relationship over a longer period. In 1962-63 the prices in the spot market 
irmn February onwards were higher by Rs. iS to Rs. 100 than those in the preceding 
period. 

Na11ded.-ln 3 years out of 9 years, a steady increasing trend throughout the period was 
noticed while in 196~. the prices showed a rising trend over a fairly long period. In 
tbc remaining 5 years, they did not exhibit any trend of rise or fall in the season. As spot 
prices of the variety Caorani-6 were not available in the first 5 years, viz., 1955-56 to 1959-60. 
it is not possible to state the eff~ct of these prices on the prices of kapas in the up-country 
market. In 2 years, viz., 1961-62 and 1963-M, the prices of lint of Caorani-6 in the spot 
market were constant and fluctuated within a range not exceeding Rs. 30 in the period 
!rom November to February in 1960-61 and remained constant from March onwards. In 
1962-63, the spot prices, barring the month of February, ranged from Rs. 769 to Rs. 779. 

Ahmeduagar.-The prices of Deviraj cotton were available only for 3 years, viz., l961-6l 
to 1963-M. In 1961-62, wide fluctuations in the prices in Ahmednagar market were noticed 
while the spot prices were constant throughout the period. In 1962-63, a definite declining 
trend was seen in kapas prices an<l those ruling in the month of February were less by 
Rs. 200 in comparison with those in the month of October; spot prices, too, fluctuated ; 
hm did not show any particular trend. Spot prices in the month of February were less by 
more than Rs. ISO than those in the previous months. In 1963-M also, the kapas prices 
lluc!llatcd and price in the month of March was less by Rs. 150 to Rs. 200 than that 
recorded in any of the previous months. Spot prices, on the other hand, were constant. 

Thus, from the analysis of the price behaviour of kapas in the up-country markets and 
those of lint of the same variety in the spot market. it is seen that the prices in the secondary 
JUarkets during most of the period under study remained fluctuating and did not show 
any particular trend whi!e the spot prices i_n number of years w~re constan~ through~ut the 
period. During the penod, when spot pnces flurtuatcd, the nse or fall m the pnces of 
lint in the Bombay market was not correspondingly reflected in the prices of kapas in th,· 
up-country markets in most of these years. 

In order to gauge the impact of prices, in the forward market of the basis variety, VIZ., 

"Mogalai-Jarilla" on the p~ices of lint of differe~t varieri~s under study in the sp<_>t 
market at Bombay, spot pnce~ and the futur~s pnce_s of d1fferent contracts of the basts 
variety were collected for a penod of 9 years, vtz., 195:>-56 to 1963-M. Results based on th,· 
analvsis of the data are discussed below . 

. \-104\-11 
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In 1955-56, the ~pot prices of Buri-American and Gaorani-6 were not available. The 
prices of lint of Vimar variety in the Bombay market Ouctuatcd from month to month 
while future~ prices generally showed a rising trend. In 1956-57 the spot prices of both the 
,·arietics. viz .• Burl-American and Vimar showed a rising trend while futures pricn of 
1\farch contract went down during the period from September to December and thm ro<c 
upwards. The futures prices of May contract, howe,·er, showed a rising trcn.J. It is not 
possible to indicate the effect of futures prices on spot pricn of Gaorani-6 \·aricty, as the 
'"me was not in market in that year. In 1957-58. the spot prices of Burl-American variny 
were a\•ailable from April onwards and during the corresponding period the futures pricn 
of August contract were, generally, in alignment with tho<c of 'pot pricn. In the ·case of 
Vimar variety, violent fluctuations were noticed in the prices of lint in the Bombay market 
while no such trend was discernible in respect of futures prices. As in the previous 2 
years, spot prices of Gaorani variety were not available. In 1958-59, the 'pot prices o( Burl
American and Gaorani varieties were not available and the trend of prices in re<pect of 
\'imar variety was generally in line with that of the futures prices of the basis variety. 
In 1959-60, the spot prices of all the 3 varieties, viz., Burl-American, Vimar and Gaorani-6 
were constant throughout the period while futures prices exhibited a risin~ trend. In 
I<J60-61, the spot prices of Burl-American and Vimar varieties showed marginal Ouctuations 
"hilc; fmures pric<."S fluctuated too often although nor violently. The spot prices of 
Gaorani-6 fluctuated from Rs. 680 in December to Rs. 650 in February and then remaitw•l 
constant during the subsequent period. In 1961-62 the spot prices were available for all 
the 4 \'aricties, viz., Buri-American, Vimar, Gaorani-6 and Dcviraj and were con•t;ml 
throughout the season; on the other hanll, the futures prices barring the month of 
January showed a rising trend. In 1962-63, the spot prices of Burl-American and Gaorani 
,·arieties fluctuated from month to month while those of Vimar variety during the period 
from April to August were higher by Rs. 100 over those from September to Dcccmb<·r but 
were fairly stationary during the two periods. The futures prices, hm\"e\·er, fluctuated 
wi<lcl~ during th~ year. In 196~-64 the spo_t prices of all the varieties t'Xcept Buri· 
Amertcan were fatrly con.rant wlule futures prtces of March contract showed a rising tren1J. 
The spot prices of Ruri-American \'aricry were, howner, fairly stationarv from Fchruarv 
M~~L • • 

Thus from the analysis of the data of comparative prices of lint in the spot and futun·~ 
markets, it is seen ~hat the t":o markets generally behaved inc~epcndently and contrary to 
the normal assumption, they dtd not move for most of the pcrtod in the same direction in 
e11ual degree. 

Graphs depicting the price movement in the up-country, spot and futures markets during 
the period under study are also enclosed in Appendix VII. 



APPENDIX vt 
~ Cotton Price Scbedule-1965-66 
2 (For varietiel crown in Maharaahtra State) 

"" (Fpa itt braelcetl ilttlictJU tllupprorimGtt ,U• ill rvpn. pn etntJ, of 784 lb.) I w 
l)etcription of Ba~ic Baaic Ba~ic •oFF' and 'ON' allowance for cla11 'OFF' and 'OFF' allowanc~• for 
cotton IC&IOD ataple minimum mu:imum other than baaiccl ... io Rupeea 'ON' allow· ttaple below baJic •oN' allowancn for 1taple above ba~ic ataplo in 

196S.66 length price per price per ance for clau ataple in Rup"'-.. Rupeea 
(Robber &inned) in quiotal quintal Good Fully Fine Super- other than 

i~M:Ma (IOOka.) (100 q .) aood fine ba~ic::c::lauin 2/)2" I /)2" I i ll'' 21 32" 3132'' 4/31:' 
Rupeea. 
Extra 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) <n (8) 
auperfine 

(9) (10) (II) (12) (13) 0·4> (IS) 

Vidarbha 247 312 -4 Ba~ia 4 . 8 13 7 7 13 . .. 
M.P. Vimu. 27/32" (877) (1109) (14·22) (14-22) (28·45) (46·23) (~·98) (24·98) (46·23) 

Motala.i Jarilla •• 25/32'' . 233 287 4 4 8. 9 3 6 13 
(792) (1022) (14·22) (14·22) (28·45) (32·00) (10·67) (21·34) (46·23) 

Khandeah-Vamu 28/32" 254 326 4 4 8 13 7 7 18 •• (902) (1160) (14·22) (14·22) (28·45) (46·23) (24·89) l24·89) (64·01) 

Buri-.Ainftican •• 29132" 287 348 4 4 8 6 7 14 
~ 

(1019) (1239) (14·22) (14·22) (28·45) (21 ·34) (24·89) (49·78) · ~ ~. 

147 30/32" 992 366 4 4 8 9 10 21 '~ '-(l037) (1303) (14·22) (14·22) (28·45} (32·00) (3.)·50) (74·67) 

Gaorani 6 and 12 28/32'' 263 337 4 4 8 14 8 6 13 
(935) (1197) (14·22) (14·22) (28·45) (49·79) (28·45) (21·34) (46·23) 

AJC,..235 and 277 28/32'' 263 337 4 4 8 14 8 6 13 ~ . . : •• (935) (1197) (14·22) (14·22) (28·45) (49·79) (28·45) (21·34) (46·32) . 

Lami 29/32'' • 290 364 4 4 8 19 11 7 14 • 23 .. 
(1030) (1294) (14·22) (14·22) (28·4.)) (67-57) (39·12) {24-89) (49·69) . (81·70} ' 

Cambodia 'A' 1-1/32" 356 436 4 4 8 19 47 .. 
(1265) (1550) (14·22) (12-22) (28·45) (67·57) (169·36) 

c.mbod.i a 'B' I" 312 389 4 .. 8 .. 9 28 51 77 .. 
(Ill I) (1385) (14·22) (14-22) (28·45) l3Z.OO) (99·57) (180·00) (279·00) 

Cambodia 'C' .. 30/32" 295 365 4 4 8 IS 8 9 19 29 
(1048) (1296) (14·22) (14·22) (28·45) (53·34) (28·45) (32-00) (67-57) (103-12) 

Sea bland Andcewa 478 10. 10 20 28 56 14 
(1700) (35·50) (35·SO) (71-00) (99·97) (199· 14) (2811-71) 
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THE SUPERVISOR 
Maharashtra Government Publications 
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Ground Floor, Opp. Regal Cinema, 
Museum - - - - - - BO.MBAY. 
(Sale on Counter only) 

THE MANAGER 
Government Photozinco Press 
and Book Depot - - - - POONA-1 

THE MANAGER 
Government Press and Book Depot 
Civil Lines - - - - . - NAGPUI 

THE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
Govt. Stationery Stores and Book Depot 

AURANGABl 

THE ffiGH COMMISSIONER FOR INC 
India House 

· Aldwych- - - - LONDON, \V t 
AND 

THE RECOGNISED BOOK SELLERS 


